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ONLY five sets of plans were submitted

sottna. in the competition for designs for the

remodelling of St. Lawrence market,

Toronto. Good reason must exist for the lack of

interest taken in this competition, the subject being

well calculated to attract the attention of the best minds

in the profession. The failure of the competition as

regards the number of competitors can doubtless be

attributed to the inadequate character of the rewards.

Architects should not be expected to give services

worth $4,oo for the chance of winning a prize of two

or three hundred dollars. The opinion generally pre-

vailed that the work could not be carried out within

the limit of cost imposed, namely, $I50,000. It will

be remembered that Mr. Sheard, who was appointed

by the Council to report on the cost of the work,

estimated the price at upwards of $300,ooQ. The

result of the competition will probably not be known

for two or three weeks. The examination of the plans

will occupy considerable time, as full working drawings,

embodying all details of construction, were required.

AN enterprising Toronto paper, in the

signedl BUIaings. daily search for rtews, has discovered

that the words "E. J. Lennox, Archi-

tect, 1889," have been carved in stone beneath the

cornice around the four sides of the new muncipal

buildings. The announcement of this fact is headed,

"Lennox's Gigantic Gall!" and we are told that "the

well-taxed citizens of Toronto ought to present Archi-

tect Lennox with the new civic b'uilding and be done

with it." The citizens, sensible people that they are,

have declined to follow the newspaper's example by

going into hysterics about so unimportant a matter.

It is pertinent to inquire what crime has been com-

mitted. It is a recognized custom in Belgium for

architects to affix their names to their buildings, and

the practice has many advocates among the profession
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and the public in Great Britain and other countries, as
being one calculated to induce architects tu put forth
their best efforts, besides assisting to preserve a record
of important buildings. In the present case it is said
that the letters were cut by the stone carver while the
architect was absent from the city. The letters are
about seven inches deep and are spaced fifteen feet
apart. Being 72 feet above the ground and imbedded
in the ornamental carving, they are by no means con-
spicuous-indeed, only the closestscrutiny would discover
them. As a public advertisement for the architect they
would be pronounced a complete failure. This object
could hive been better served by an inscription placed
so as to meet the eye of visitors to the building. Even
had the architect gone so far as to have his portrait cut
in stone on the buildings, he would have been able to
point to local precedents for his action. A prominent
feature of the carving of the main facade of the Ontario
Legislative Buildings, at Toronto, is a group of life
size figures of the architect, Mr. Waite, the late
Minister of Public Works, Mr. Fraser, and several of
the other cabinet ministers, while on the whole building
there are said to have been carved the portraits of a
score of prominent politicians. On the Toronto Cus-
tom House are also to be seen carved busts of the men
who designed and built the structure.

WE direct the attention of architects to
The Ontario Aecti- a circular, reprinted in another column,

issued by the Registrar to the mem-
bers of the Ontario Association of Architects, ask-
ing for an expression of opinion with regard to the
advisability of entering upon certain specified under-
takings in pursuance of suggestions and recommenda-
tions made at the recent annual convention. It is
gratifying to observe that an effort is to be made to
increase the usefulness of the Association, and we trust
that in this effort the management will have the cordial
co-operation and support of the entire membership.
With the improved conditions now prevailing, the present
is an opportune time for placing the Association on a
more successful footing. The proposal to offer
encouragement to students is one of vital importance,
and we trust that ways and means may be devised of
carrying it into execution. It is absolutely essential to
the success of the Association that it should have the
sympathy and support of the oncoming generation of
architects. There are other matters not mentioned in
the circular which should engage the attention of the
Association. From the report of Mr. Totten, repre-
sentative of the United States Government at the Intor-

line with the governments of other countries in tl
regard? Would it not be advisable for the ArchitE
tural Associations of Ontario and Quebec to nemoral
the government at its present session to throw open
competition important public buildings, thereby givi'
encouragement to the architects of the Dominion, a
securing greater variety and excellence in the desigii
of our public buildings?

AN act to amend the law with respiWdkzann's compen-
mation Ate. to Compensation of Workmen Pass

the Ontario Legislature at the rece
session. It is the evident intention of the governme
to deal with the subject in a more comprehensive manr
next year, as they have commissioned Prof. MavOr,
Toronto University, to study and report upon t
operation of the British Act. Judging by the commer
of our British exchanges, the operation of the law
Great Britain is anything but satisfactory. Regardi
it The Builder bas this to say : "The misfortune of t
numerous decisions on the Workmen's Compensati
Act is that they do not settle any principle. Th'
arises in these cases the question whether certain fa'
bring the matter within the Statute. No sooner is c
case decided than another, different in its circumstanc
turns up, each decision tending to show how unfair
the working of the Act. Last Saturday the questi
which came before the Court of Appeal was whetl
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SAFETY FROM FIRE IN HOTELS.
The burning of the Windsor Hotel at New York has

made conspicuous to everybody who reads the news-
papers that it is of the first importance that a hotel should
be fireproof. But this is no new idea to the public who
use hotels ; nor was it-a surprise to Greater New
Yorkerswho haveavoided theWindsor, when theywanted

to put up for the night in town, that at last it has been the
scene of a catastrophe. It was known to be a fire-trap
and lost custom on that account. It is not merelY to
Satisfy the building department that a hotel must be
fireproof. Its custom depends upon its being so. The

main difficulty is however not in making the building
firepronf but in making it fireproof without detracting
from that appearance of luxury which is considered
necessary in the finish and appointments of a first-class
hotel. If it were only a question of dealing with men,
a thirteenth century fireproof severity with nineteenth
century arm chairs might perhaps become the style of
finish most popular for hotels : satisfying the mind by
being evidently fireproof and the eye by a spacious,

architectonic dignity. But women are not so one-sided.

The same woman who lies awake at night in a hotel
for fear of being burnt in ber bed, would be anything

but Pleased with an incombustible interior finish. There

must be, rightly or wrongly, in a hotel such elegance

and luxuriousness of finish and furnishing that, even if

the building is fireproof and will not burn down, we fill

it with combustible material enough to cause death to

its inmates from panic or suffocation or even from the

spread of the flames. The Home Life Building is an

example of the way in which fire can find food in a
fireproof office building. One would expect a hotel to

furnish more food of this kind rather than less ; at any
rate its carpets, curtains and upholstery will be the

source of an easily produced and pungent smoke, whîch
iS in itself a danger. How much smoke will produce

Suffocation or how little smoke a panic we cannot tell.
But it is necessary to make provision to prevent either

danger. In other words no matter how thoroughly
fireprôof the structure of the hotel may be, the system
of fire exits must be as complete as if the building itself
Were combustible. It would be safe to say that, tried
by a genuine standard, any one of the usual precautions
ls ridiculous. The rope which is to be found beside the
Window in every bedroom of a New York hotel suggests
nothing but the fulfilment of the letter of some by-law.
TIe only persons who could possibly use such a means
of exit from an upper window are the young men who
are usually to be found in the cheaper rooms which
look into interior courts-the last place one would like

to Ower one's self into in case of fire. The skeleton
irn hire escapes on the outside would, above a certain

heght, be bad enough for most men, in the hurry and
Whnl of a fire, and impossible for women. But more
thn tyis they would not be easily found. There is in
Now York, tacked upon the inside of the door in every
roo, a smali plan of the building with stairs and fire

esctapes colored red, which presumably satisfies a by-law,
bt an case of need would mock an architect. Nor are

the notices " to the fire escape" at the turning of a
Passage, certain to be of use in the midst of hurry and

obvi us smoke, unless the way they indicate is so
f that it is apparent without their aid. The

is essential in providing for safety from fire in a hotel

too Plan and obvious exits. Indeed it is not
tmUct to say that the backbone of a hotel plan must

be, as it is in a theatre, the exits. They must be so
plain that no one can miss them, and there must be

exits at each floor. The stairs cannot be taken account

of at all in providing for descent in case of fire. Here

then is the problem-exits on every floor and the old

gymnastic fire escape ruled out.
There must be a fire exit at the end of every passage

and at each end if the passage is a through passage.
This for two reasons. In the first place one must pre-
suppose ignorance on the part of the guests about any-
thing more of the plan of the hotel than where the stair

or elevator lies in relation to their rooms, and, both
stair and elevator being out of the question, as being
the channels for smoke, it is necessary to make sure

that if they flee in any direction from the smoke they
will ultimately come to a fire exit. In the second place,
as staircases and elevator shafts are likely to be near

the centre of the building, the ends of passages are

more likely to be especially free from smoke, than
especially sought by it. The end of every passage
should open upon a balcony large enough to safely
accommodate a number of people at once. Over the door

to the balcony may be, framed in iron, heavy glass of

the luxfer prism order, sufficient to illuminate the pas-
sages, but not likely to be soon injured by heat. All other

openings should be kept as far as possible away from
the balconies, so that they may come in the centre of a

vertical band of blank wall as wide as possible. They
will thus be as free as possible from smoke.

If then we may assume that the inmates are safely
got out of doors, and are there in safety for the moment,
it only remains to get them to the ground. This is

comparatively easy. The balconies should communicate

with a tower large enough to contain an easy and
expanding staircase, with a door and landing at the

level of each balcony and a door at the bottom to the

street. Here is a means of descent cut off from the fire

by solid walls, and with its openings for light and its

door of exit looking away from the fire, with nothing
to burn in its own structure and no direct comnmunica-

tion with the source of smoke. The guests of the hotel

ought, even in haste and fear, to feel a consciousness of

security when they get this far, and descend without

panic to the level of the sidewalk. It would be

easy to contrive a pair of doors at the bottom which

would be closed to entrance from the street but

would fly open outwards when approached from the

inside. As to the other doors at the ends of the

passages, there is no occasion why they should ever

be locked. They should be spring doors opening out-

wards in the thickness of the wall, and should have

painted on them in letters that he who runs may read,

-fire escape-push." With a legend like this at the

end of every passage, no guest could go to and from

his room without learning what to do in case of fire ;

and, if we are right in supposing this is to be a good

plan and its use became common, every traveller would

be so familiar with it that in case of fire the guests

would act together with some approach to the precision

of drill.
Froi the designer's point of view there is no doubt

that the towers and balconies would form an admirable

externat motive. There is usually more inclination for
towers on the part of designers than reasons for their

introduction. Here is a reason which not only demands

their introduction but indicates that they should be con-

spicuous, both to call the attention of present guests to

their use, and to remind the public, as possible guests,

that here they will be safe from fire.
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(Correspondence of the CANADIAN ARcHITECT ANID BUILDER.

THE ROYAL CANADIAN ACADE.My.
The oficial opening on April 7th of the aoth Exhibition of the

Royal Canadian Academy by Lord and Lady Minto at lhe Art
Galleries, Montreal, was a decided success.

The President, Mr. Robert Harris, in his opening address gave
a sketch of the history of the institution, pointing out the struggle
upwards it has bad since the day of its inauguration by the
Marquis of Lorne and H. R. H. Princess Louise, twenty years
ago.

Lord Minto in his reply congratulated the academy on the
success of the exhibition and then urged the necessity of
national character in art. " Let Canadian art " he said, '' be
typical of Canadian scenery, Canadian life, Canadian thought and
character." This idea should also be borne in mind by architects
and let them make their branch of art typical of Canada and
suited ta its climate, with its necessities and restrictions.

In glancing over the exhibition as a whole one may say that
the standard usual ly seen at these galleries is well kept up, though
perhaps not eclipsing one or two of its predecessors. The presi-
dent shows two portrait canvasses, one a group of Mrs. Porteous
and her young children, the other a single portrait of the late
Robert Hamilton of Quebec. Both will bear comparison with
Mr. Harris' former works and seem to be very popular. Mr.
Brymner only shows one canvas, which no doubt the public regret.
The scene depicted is a quiet pastoral landscape with a decided
tendency toward the modern French school. Mr. Homer Watson
has three strong landscapes in his usual style. His " Crossin
the Ford " would be improved somewhat by a dilerent treatment
of sky. Mr. Maurice Cullen shows a view on St. Catharine street,
Montreal, with the tower of St. James Methodist church (of
which so much has been heard of late) in the distance-the
scene is by moonlight, and shows this artist at his best. The
water-color room shows a very good collection of drawings of
which we might mention the work of Mr. O'Brien and Mr.
Manly, while from an architectural standpoint, the drawings of
most interest will undoubtedly be those of Mr. Martin. One
should specially note his " Roman Arches at Verona" and his
view of Dieppe Cathedral,

The architectural drawings are few lin number and it is a
surprise to see so many firms not represented, several well known
names being absent. This may b. accounted for somewhat by
the fact that these drawings are generally relegated to the stair-
way or some obscure corner, but still this can hardly account for
the seeming lack of interest on the part of exhibitors.

To take the drawings in detail in the order in which they hang
on the walls, we first come on ascending the staircase to two
water-colour drawings by Saxe & Archibald, (a young firm of
Montreal architects,) one on ~each side of the doyrway. These
drawings are strong and full of life, though there s a slight
tendency te too much of what might b. called the "scenic."
Let the drawings be strong, but not at the expense of a quiet
and dignified character. The coloring of the front of the Apart-
ment House is too strong while the projecting columned portico
dose not stand out sufficiently. Next to these is a pen and
ink rendering of an office building, also by one of the
younger members of the profession, Mr. Gardiner. The rendering
is good, while the design is of a quiet but effective character.
Above it hangs a drawing by Mr. Dick, of Toronto, an exterior

view of the Toronto University Gymnasiun. This drawing
sonewhat flat, and can hardly be called a good example of 1
and ink rendering. Next come two drawings in monochroi
one the new Chemistry and Mining Building at McGill Univers
the other a recently constructed branch for the MoIson's BanIl
Vancouver. Better work than either of these drawings has b
shown by their author, Mr. A. T. Taylor, of the firni of Mes'
Taylor & Gordon, and in the case of the McGill building, at
rate, hardly does justice to the structure.

Messrs. Hutchison & Wood are represented by a good W'
color drawing of the front of the proposed " La Presse " build
at Montreal. The tone of color is very good, but no trace c<
be found of the draughts.nan's name.

Mr. C. H. Capper, the Professor of Architecture at Mc4
shows a pen and ink drawing of an extension to University 1
at Edinburgh. This drawing shows a very good example Of
English school of pen and ink work. Mr. Gustav. Hahn is re
sented by three decorative panels, while Mr. Chaloner show
pencil cartoon sketch of a panel for one of the Richelieu & Ont
boats, representing a tribal chief giving orders to his In4
followers.

By the above notes it will be seen that the exhibition is
strong in architectural works, and exhibitors should bea
mind that if they want the general public to take an intere5
their work they must make their drawings interesting tO
public. This probably can be achieved by exhibiting col(
perspective sketches of exteriors and interiors of rooms, vd
details of decorative work are generally nteresting.
general public, as a class, enjoy what they can sec as a wl"
and the effect the building, whether exterior or interior, W
have in reality. This, as a rule, can be obtained by color et
and more effectively than by pen and ink rendering. Far I
from the writer, however, to persuade architects ta drop pen,
ink rendering, as this class of work is fully appreciate<
the profession if not by the public, and it is also better foi
production. The question which naturally comes up is whe
an exhibitor sends his drawings for the general public or for t
who really understand and cani appreciate good architeci
draughtsmanship and •vork which will not appeal to the Pt'
It is hoped in future exhibitions that there will be a stronger
better collection of architectural work, and that we may see i
of a decorative character, or what might be called the Arts
Crafts Class, shown by drawings. This class of work has '
almost entirely neglected.

cOLLAPSE OF THE NICOLET CATHEDRAL.

This cathedral, situated at Nicolet, Que., about fifty miles
Montreal, was just about completed and the workmen were pul
on the finishing touches when one of them noticed that the col
and piers were giving way. They immediately proceede
brace them up with chains and planks, but before their work
completed one of the piers gave way, letting down the ce
portion of the structure, followed later by other sections, an<
cording to reports the dome and rear part will also have to (
down as some of the columns are broken. The damage is sa
amount to $4c,ooo.

The columns are said to b. cd
iron core, and the piers were of
bas been reported that the brick
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liable according to law and the investigation nust proceed On

that line.
NOTES.

The extensive manufactory of Messrs. Garth & Company, at

542 Craig street, was recently damaged by fire to the extent Of

St. Peter street. It is the purpose to add four additional storeys

to the building.
Several serious accidents have occurred in this province lately,

due to the collapse of buildings. The latest of these took place

in this city on the roth inst., when a provision warehouse on

THE NIcOLET CATHEDRAL, BEFORE TUE COLLAPSE.

about $6o,ooo. It is understood that the loss will be almost

covered by insurance.

The La Prairie Pressed Brick and Terra Cotta Company of

this city have decided to liquidate their business, and bave

appointed as liquidator Mr. T. Westbrook. The total liabilities,

including liability to shareholders, is placed at $ 50,443.

The chief of the fire departiment and the building inspector are

Commissioner street tumbled intO ruins. The collapse in this

instance was due to the weight imposed by a large stock of flour

and provisions on the upper floor. A workman who was in the

building at the time was seriously injured.

A laborer named Robillard recently brought an action against

Mr. Peter C. Wand, a well known contractor, for injuries sus-

tained in falling from a scaffold on one of the McGill University

i-ATHEiRAL, A tHE COLLAPSE.

buldng whileE intedfendant's employ. Mr. justice Taschereau

king an inspection of all public buildings, including buideigs while in the de t of two andtone halfhyea

ges, hotels, etc., ta ascertain if they are provided award'd the plaintiff the anieunt of two and one haif yearsl

apphiances ta enable ta inmate ta escaprin ages, less 25 per cent., this deduction being made because it

anas shown that the plaintiff had been imprudent, and had con-

its' Bank ofCanada have invited Messrs. Hutchison, tribijtd te the accident by jumping bn the scaffold from a brick

vell and Taylor to submit competitive designs for waic The accident was caused b n the bruasing e a board

r of their building at the corner of St. James and which the court decided was not strong enough for the use for
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which it was put. Judgment was given for the surn of $712.50
with costs.

Referring to a recent lecture by Professor Cox, in which the
importance of ventilation and the use of open grates was empia-
sized, a correspondent pertinently enquires if the inmates of
houses in this climate would not be likely to suffer as great
injury front draughts as by impure air, and calls upon the
Professor to explain the system by which ventilation by grates
and windows, without draughts, can be secured in winter.

Although the building season opens rather later than usual this
year, prospects at present are very favorable. Nearly ail of the
architects' offices are full of work, and both architects and con-
tractors are looking forward to a busy time.

The Council of Arts and Manufactures closed on the 7th inst. a
very successful season's study. The classes have been well
attended, over 450 pupils being entered from this City alone. A
formal closing will take place next month--date not yet fixed-at
which addresses by the Provincial Ministers and also by the pro-
fessors will be delivered, prizes presented to the successful
students, and an exhibition given of the work done during the
winter evenings.

The collapse of the building at 7 1 Commissioners street occupied
by Messrs. F. X. Benoit & Son, flour merchants, proves conclus-
ively the necessity of a thorough inspection of ail large buildings,
etc., throughout the city. This building was renodelled and the
interior specially constructed for its present use three years ago.
The accident is stated to be due to faulty construction, tg iron

girders only being embedded about four inches in a brick wall.
Messrs. Lacroix, building inspector, and Beneit, chief of the Fire
Brigade, will commence immediately an inspection of the city
structures, and hope to complete their work in abot two weeks.
Their report will be given in our next issue. ,

The civic hospital was visited on the l2th inst. by the special
committee appointed by the Health Committee for that purpoe,
viz., Ald. Prenoveau, Ames, Turner, Gallery & Dufresne ; te
Medical Health Officer, Dr. Laberge, and the architets Me;trs.
Perrault & Mann.. The object of the visit was te acertain te
condition of the building, anid after a thorouh iaspection had
been made it was unanimously decided that the bnisting was ot
in immediate danger of collapsing, and orders we, given to shore

up the structure where needed. The site of th. rew building as
net yet been decided upon, but no time will be l bodn has
be commenced as soon as the frost is out of the g d.swork will

of the CANADIAN
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ONTARIO ASSOCIATION OF ARCHITECTS
TORONTO CHAPTER.

The regular and annual meeting of the above Chapter

was held at the School of Practical Science, on th,
evening of Monday, April ioth. Mr. Helliwell occupiet

the chair.
The report of the Secretary-Treasurer was read an'

adopted. It showed the Chapter to be in a healthY a'
prosperous condition.

The chairman presented an address, dealing wit
matters of interest to the profession which occurre'

during the past year. He congratulated the member

on the great improvement in business and accounte'
for the small attendance at this meeting by the fac
that most of the members were so busy as to have t'

work in the evenings. He pointed out the importanc
of the architects being prepared for an increase'
amount of work by exercising thought and study, an

by thus turning out better work, reap the benefit c

public appreciation. He deplored the fact that ther

were still citizens of Ontario who thought it necessar

to go out of the country for professional advice 1

connection with building operations, and trusted the
the time was close at hand when the very larges

operations, without exception would be trusted to Ou
architects. He thought that Ontario architects shoul

at least be given an opportunity of showing what the:

could do in every case before foreign advice was sougb
The matter of competitions was touched upon, and
recent competition in which the conditions were not i

accordance with the principles of the Ontario Associ2

tion of Architects, and for which a ridiculously stria

number of architects had entered, was cited as a matte

of congratulation to the profession, as it indicated the

the day of irregular competition was past. He Made

strong appeal to all the architects of the province t

stand loyally by the Ontario Association of Architect

which body he claimed had done much to further th

welfare of the profession, and which from all indication
promised to do even more in the future. The Toront

Chapter too had been the means of bringing the loc

members together, and he was sure that a better an

more contented feeling existed between the architect

as a result of the Chapter meetings.
The address was much appreciated by those preseil

aud Mr. Helliwell was warmly applauded.

The meeting adjourned after seeing a number of moffl

interesting lantern views, taken in the West India

islands, thanks to the kindness of Mr. Wright and MI

Harkness, of the School.

IMPROVED BUILDING REGULATIONS.
THERE is noted a disposition on the part of munkiP

authorities in the United States to pay greater regard t

regulations governing the erection ot buildings. 1
Chicago, Boston and other cities a limit has bee
-l-A -- an thp h.ioht tn which new buildings may b

is the actual own<
g to fix responsi
v, a regulation ha

The application must also be acconpaniec
the property or a certified copy thereof.

no longer be granted, as in Canada, on

signed by the architect and builder.
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TESTS OF FIRE-RESISTING MATERIAL.
At the station of the British Fire Prevention Com-

mitte, Regents Park, London, Eng., a test was made

on Feb. i 5 th last to ascertain the fire-resisting merits

or otherwise of a floor by the Expanded Metal Company,

Limited, London, and to record the effect of a smoulder-

ing fire of fifteen minutes' duration, of a 'temperature
not exceeding 6oo deg. Fahr., followed by a fierce fire

of one hour, gradually increasing to a temperature of

2,000 deg. Fahr., followed suddenly by the application

for three minutes of a stream of water, and the conse-

quent rapid cooling.

The area of the floor under investigation was [oo feet

superficial in the clear (jo feet by 1o feet). The floor

was loaded with 140 lbs. per square foot. The time

allowed for the construction and drying of floor was

three months (winter), and the result of the test was

that the plaster ceiling below the floor remained intact

until the application of water. There was a slight

deflection of floor and ceiling. The concrete of floor

was slightly and superfically cracked. The fire did not

pass through the floor. The chamber was constructed

of stock bricks, with lime mortar, and measured 10 feet

by 1o feet internally. The ceiling of the floor tested

was 7 feet 6 inches above the pavement of the chamber.

The hut was roofed in with galvanized iron. The door

opening on the south side measured 2 feet 6 inches by

6 feet 6 inches, and was closed by an iron sheathed

wooden door. The fuel used was gas produced at the

station, and the supply was regulated by valves and

dampers. The gas was admitted through two nixng

chambers of firebrick, each 10 feet by 3 feet super.

Two Roberts-Austen pyrometers were used for record-

ing temperatures, the first to take a continuous record

and the second to take four observation records. The

load was of pig-iron distributed evenly on the surface

Of the floor.

The system adopted for construction of the floor tested

was as follows :-On November 14, 1898, three rolled

steel joists, 6 inches deep, 3 inches wide, 14 lbs. per

foot, were put across the chamber. They ran north to

South and rested on the 4 >/-inch set-off. The two

outer joists were placed i inch from the east and west

walls respectively, and the third was placed in the

centre, making the distance between the centres of the

three joists 4 feet 9Y2 inches. Provision for air was

made by cutting holes 4 inches by 4 inches between the

floor and ceiling in the exterior walls.

On November 16 three wooden bearers were put up
in each bay, 3 feet 4 inches centre to centre, by 6 inches

deep, 2 inches thick, and covered with î-inclh boarding,
as centering. On the top of the centering and covering

three-quarters of the entire surface of the floor expanded

Metal was laid, of the kind known as 3 -inch mesh,

3<-inch by »-inch strand ; at the centre the metalover-

tapped 18 inches. At the north-east corner a quarter

Of the area was covered with »-inch by three-sixteenths

inch metal, same mesh as before.

On the same day the concrete floor was put in. The

cement used was Portland. It was not specially select-

ed for this test, but was delivered in the ordinary course
Of business. The furnace ash (or cinder) came from gas

wMorks at Bank Hall. One cubic yard of furnace ash

(Ir cinder)broken up small enough to pass through i -
inch ring was placed on a platform prepared for that pur-

Pose, and then covered w'th tour sacks of cement, each

sack conaining two bushels. The material was turned

over three times dry. The concrete was then divided
into four equal parts for convenience of mixing, and one
part mixed at a time. The quantity of water used was
58-18 gallons for the whole, and the concrete was well
mixed. The concrete was then carried in pails on to
the centering and laid over the entire surface, 'great
care being taken to have the meshes of metal well filled.
The concrete was trodden down or beaten with the flat
side of an ordinary shovel. The concrete was put in 3
inches thick.

On the same day (November 16) while the concrete
was still damp, one half of its upper surface (west side)
was covered with § inch cement and sand in equal
proportions, similar cement being used as for the
concrete. The sand was good, sharp, unwashed pit
sand. On the following day (November 17) the re-
maining half of the floor (east side) was covered the
sarne proportions of cement and sand being used. The
total thickness of concrete and cement was 3>2 juches.

On November 28 the centering was taken down.
On November 30 the expanded metal for the ceiling

was put up. Bars y6 inch by 3/ inch thick were placed
at right angles to and below the joists, 12 inches centre
to centre, supported by steel clips 3-32 inch thick by
Y inch wide, which were secured to bottom flanges of
the joists. The expanded metal was then secured to
bars with steel clips. The metal lathing used for the
ceiling is known as ýî inch mesh, 3-32 inch deep in
strand, Siemens-Martin steel.

On December 5 the ceiling was plastered with coarse
stuif, z inch thick, below the expanded metal, the
materials being mixed in the proportion of i of lime to
2 of sand with about i lb. of dry, long, well-beaten
hair to every 3 cubic feet of coarse stuif, the coarse
stuff being brought ready mixed on to the ground.

On February 14 the gas was lighted in the hut at
1.30 P.M. and kept very low until the test began. The
roof was removed in the afternoon. The floor was
loaded with pig-iron, equal to an evenly distributed
load over the entire floor of 140 lbs. per square foot.

On Friday i5 the test was undertaken. The follow-
is the log of the test :-

At 2.40 P.M. the floor and ceiling were intact. At
3.25 P.M. vesiculated water vapor from the evaporation
of water remaining in the concrete commenced to rise
from above the concrete on the south side. At 3.55
P.M. evaporation showed itself strongly from all over
the floor. From 3.1o to 4.10 P.M., at ten minutes
interval, the surface of the ceiling was viewed from the
observation hole. No change in the floor or its ceiling
was observed. At 4. 10 P.M. the gas was shut down

and the door opened. The ceiling was intact. A slight
deflection of the soffit was observed. From 4.13 to
4.16 p.M. a jet of water was applied, the pressure
ranging from 40 to 20 lbs., gradually decreasing. On
application of water to the ceiling, the portion of the
plaster struck immediately fell down-the portions not
touched remained in position. From 4.10 to 4.25 P.M.

the temperature rapidly decreased. At 4.25 P.M. the
test was closed, the floor, excepting for the plaster
referred to, remaining intact.

On February x6 two photographs were takan of the
floor from below. Some fine cracks in the underside
of the concrete are observable from these. On Febru-
ary 16 the deflection of the centre joist was measured
and found to be i ý6 inch at the centre of joist. The

eastern joist was deflected 5-16 inch at centre. The
western joist was not affected. On February 21 the

iron load was removed. Some fine cracks were observed
in the cement surface of the floor. They did not pene-
trate the coating of cement. On February 23 a general
photograph of the ceiling was taken from below, and
likewise a photograph of the floor from above. On

February 24 the floor was further examined, and it was
found that the fire had not penetrated the floor at any

point. No further observations were made.
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MURAL DECORATION.
Mr. G. A. Reid, R.C.A., has been pretty constantly

engaged for several months past on the mural decora-
tions for the new Municipal Buildings at Toronto. A
few days ago, these decorations were placed in position,
and the effect is most satisfactory. The final touches
are now being put to the work, and the public will have
an opportunity of inspecting the same at an early date.
In our May issue, we hope to be able to present to our
readers illustrations and a further description of this
important work.

ONTARIO ASSOCIATION OF ARCHITECTS.
The following circular has just been issued by the

Registrar to the members :
" As you are aware, at the last Convention of the On-

tario Association of Architects, held in January, 1899, a
Special Committee was appointed to confer with the
Council as to the best means to be taken to improve the
condition and increase the prosperity of the Association.

The Committee in conference with the Council, is of
the opinion that action should be taken to make
Registration more attractive, and of more practical
benefit to the members, to those who may register in
future, and to our students. In a matter of so much
importance it was thought well to have a letter sent to
each member, setting forth the suggestions made by
the Committee and Council and enclosing a stamped
envelope for reply, so that the opinion of the whole
Association may be obtained, and future action based
on such opinion.

The suggestions are as follows:
i. To rent in a central situation a room, or rooms,

suitable for meetings of the Association. The rooms
to be kept open, for the use of members, from lo a. m.
to 6 p. m. on all week days and, on the occasion of
meetings, in the evening also. The Library of the
Association will be kept in these rooms, and they will
be made as convenient as possible for the use of mem-
bers not residing in Toronto, who may want to use
them for business or other purposes when visiting
Toronto.

2. To make the office of the Registrar and Libarian
an honorary one, and to appoint an Assistant, whose
duty will be to take charge of the rooms, library,
correspondence, etc., etc., under instruction from the
Honorary Registrar.

3. To hold a regular meeting of the Association one
evening in each month, except during the sunmer, for
-the purpose of reading and discussing papers, etc., etc.

4. To have the proceedings of the Association
recorded and issued in pamphlet or book forn each year ;
to the members free of cost, to all others at a price
fixed by the cost of publication. This volume to contain
all the papers read during the year with the discussions
upon them, and full information, medals, scholarships,
library, business matters, etc., etc.-all the proceedings
of the Association, complete.

5. .That a certificate of membership, adapted to be
-displayed in the offices of members, be issued, and that
all members be requested to adopt the words " Member
of the Ontario Association of Architects " as their
distinguishing title.

6. To arrange for an annual course of popular
public lectures on architectural subjects, with a view to
advancing public taste in Architecture.

7. To provide a suitable medal outof the funds of

the Association annually, to be competed for by
students of the Association, and ta found a travelling
studentship, to go with the medal, by some meansl,
possibly the following :

To select twenty-five wealthy citizens of Toronto and
to ask each to give the sum of $2oo.oo, upon condition,
that at least 20 of those asked consent. It is hoped in
this way to acquire the use of a fund which, well
invested, should produce at least $200.oo per annun ;
this to be known as the "Toronto Travelling Student'
ship," and to be paid to the student who is presented
with the Association medal, to enable him to travel in
Europe for the purpose of studying architecture. BY
this means it is thought the students will be given an
inducement to present themselves for examination and
registration.

8. To provide a travelling card for the use of all
students travelling abroad whereby they may identify
themselves as registered students of the Ontario Associa-
tion of Architects and obtain the privileges which are
accorded to students of art in the art galleries Of
Europe.

9. To make the annual tee for members resident in
Toronto $io.oo, and for all others $5.oo, except the fee
for travelling members which would be $3.oo.

The Treasurer's statement at the last Convention,
" That financially we would, in the course of a few years,
cease to exist unless radical changes were made,"
should convince every one of the importance of OUr
taking immediate steps to prevent such a catastrophe*

You are requested to give the foregoing your serious
attention, realizing the importance of the matter, and
to express your approval or disapproval of each ite"'
by number, and if you can suggest anything further
towards improving our condition, it will receive carefUl
consideration.

The above proposals are not intended to supply the
place of the necessary amendment to our Act, which Ve
still hope for, but are matters desirable in any event.

N. B.--Please return an answer before May i st next."

PUBLICATIONS.
"Sanitary Engineering of Buildings ' by Wm. Paul Gerhard,

C. E., etc., Wm. T. Comstock, publisher, 23 Warren street, New
York.

The first part of this work, which is to be published in
two volumes, has just been received. Part r, inclusive of indes,
comprises 454 pages, with 103 illustrations and 6 plates. The
twelve chapters treat of Defective Plumbing and Sewer Gas,
Traps and Systems of Trapping, Drainage and Sewerage Of
Buildings, Plumbing Fixtures, Sewage Removal and Disposa",
Principles of Scientific House Drainage and Plumbing, ImprOved
Method of House Drainage, Proper Arrangement of Water
Closet and Bath Apartments, Sanitation in Factories and Work-
shops, Drainage of Tenement Houses, Testing House Drains
and Plumbing Work, Simplified Plumbing Methods. The author
is a well known saniary aud consulting engineer, and writer on
sanitary subjects.

A shipment of radiators valued at $2,ooo was recently Made
from Toronto to Norway, and another valued at $r,ooo to Great
Britain.

The death is announced in Toronto of Mrs. Alexander Stewart'
mother of Mr. Wm. Stewart, architect, Hamilton. The deceased
lady came to Toronto in 1812, having been driven out of Bufao
by the British troops.

The Metal Shingle and Siding Company, Preston, Ont., have
just completed the erection of a new building, in addition to their
works, 1 r ax 50 feet, and have recently put in the necessary ae-
chinery for manufacturing a complete line of metal ceiling'
interior decorations, etc., and als'o corrugated iron and standing
seam, and other flat roofing.
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ILLUSTRATIONS.
USE FOR MR. BRYDON, ESQUIMAULT, B-C.-}. G. TIARKS,

ARCHITECT.

WAREHOUSE OF THE E. T. WRIGHT CO., HAMILTON, ONT.-

W. W. LACHANCE, ARCHITECT.

DESIGNS FOR ARTISANS' DWELLINGS, SUBMITTED IN A

LIMITED COMPETITION FOR THE SHATTUCK PRIZE

OFFERED BY THE MASSACHUSETTS CHARIT-

ABLE MECHANICS' ASSOCIATION. -A.

FRANK WICKSON, ARCHITECT.

The author submitted with his designs to the secre-

tary of the committee in charge of the competition, the

following memorandum :

13EAR SIR,-Competition work in the midst of the year's busy

season usually carries with it the liability to suifer fron being

sOmnewhat hastily rushed through, and before submitting the

following memoranda relative to the accompanying plans, allOw

me to express to your Committee regret at ny inabilitY ta devate

that amoIunt of personal attention to the work which a subject o

o miuch and universal interest demands. I refer more particular

'y to the details of the design, for in the general schee adopted

in the elevations, of varving the heights of the several blocks and

slightly changing the design of each to avoid moflotany, there

lie, I believe, with proper study, possibilities of a satisfactarY

treatment.

I beg to briefly draw attention to the following points in the

plans to which, I may say, I have paid the more attention:

'st. Comparative absence of corridors.

and. Privacy, there being generally but two and never more

than three apartments opening off one staircase on each floor.

3rd. Every apartment having at least one aspect either on to

a large court, or one of the streets, and in the majoity af cases

having both.

4th. Roonis so arranged that ail others opening directly off the

living roomn are easily heated.

Sth. In place of laundry tubs in each apartmfent, there would

be a set to each block, with a drying room attached, a sma

being charged for the use of a tub, bot water and the drying

r)Oom, large washings with no proper place for drying being un-

desirable.

6th. Staircase halls heated from the sane boiler as the

laundries and drying rooms.

7th. Basenents fitted with lockers for coal, the sane being

received thi Ough small pavement areas.

8th. Hand-lifts in each staircase.

CONSTRUCTION OF BUILDINGS.-The construction would be
that described as "Second Class" in the Boston Building Laws,

with outer and division walls of brick, partitions of fraring, or

Preferably of the steel and metal lath type, if the cost were not

tOo excessive, and the floors of wood, excepting the first floor of

the sinall six storey portion in the centre of the long sides, which

Would necessarily be fire proof. The staircases should be of in-

combustible construction. The exterior would be pressed brick

with terra cotta string courses, sills and bed moulds to the cor-

nices, the latter themselves being of m.tal.

CoST OF BUILDINGs AND RETURNs FROM SAME.--
The buildings figured up at 9 cents per cubic

foot, or $5.26 per square foot for the five-storey
blocks and $4.25 Per square foot for the four-
storey blocks would cost......... .......... $373,500
Add value of land ......................... 240,000

$61 3,500

Incorne from rentals
176 four-roomed apartments, at $2.50. -$440 per week

132 three ,, , , 2.00. .. 264

180 two , , , 1.50... 270 N
68 one ,, ,, I, .00... 68 u

$r,o42 N

Orper annui.................... . -..... $5484

Allowing $14,184 for running expenses, repair fund, etc., the

net revenue would then be $40,ooo, this being 6.52% on the

Vours respectfully,
A. FRANK WIcKsON.

ETHICS OF DESIGN AND COLOR IN
DECORATIONS.*

INASMUCH as design plays so important a part in in-

terior decoration, I may not be out of place in making a

few remarks on the ethics of that portion of our subject.

Somebody bas said that a plain sheet of white paper is

more beautiful than any pattern or painting ever worked

on it. This statement belongs to the popular class of

depreciations that the incompetent have to hurl at those

who attempt. If such a statement is true, it is only so

in the sense that silence is golden is true. Would

knowledge have advanced if all practiced golden silence?

If we all had adopted the cult of the white paper, where

had art come in 2 Fallacies are the sheet-anchor of

matter-of-fact persons. Common sense (as Philistia

understands it) is based upon the lack of understanding,

whether pattern or politics happened ta be concerned.

To be satisfied with nothing is the pride of those who

cannot obtain anything. Therefore, as we are not sat-

isfied with bare walls, we must have design. If we have

design we must endeavor to realize the purpose ta which

the particular design is applied. The first is ta grasp

and adhere to the fact that walls are perpendicular and

that the surfaces are flat. Also, let it be continually

borne in mind that, almost without exception, a room

has its definite purpose. It also contains, as a rule,

doors, a fireplace, windows and recesses. The wall

spaces are broken up by the fittings, furniture, hangings

and pictures. Therefore the continuity of the design is

certain ta be interfered with in the ordinary course of

things. These conditions are emphatic, and must be

accepted and likewise turned ta advantage.
Let us briefly consider the various purposes of the

various rooms. A sensitive worker is necessarily in-

fluenced by different emotions in sympathy with the

character of the rooms for which the design is being

prepared. It is only by realizing acutely what these

are that a fit and proper result can be achieved. For

the mistress of a house to superintend the culinary ar-

rangements when attired in evening costume is quite as

reasonable as ta attempt ta take motives suitable for a

lady's boudoir and apply them ta a design for a kitchen

wall paper. The cauliflower and jessamine will not lie

down together.
The dining room should suggest breadth, solidity and

hospitality; the library a physical repose and an induce-

ment for study; the drawing room should be stimulat-

ing and yet refined in detail; the boudoir should express

dainty forms of facile and easy invention, and conduce

to the charm of confidential exchanges ; the bedroom is

for slumber, therefore we do not want nightmares in the

flat, nor complete oblivion, but the song of the lullaby

in pattern. For the nursery and its innocent, fresh with

the bretth of life, what genius is too lofty to design for

this humble purpose ? He would be unworthy the name

of "artist" who felt this work beneath him and ignored

the opportunity for a never-ending influence in fancy,

form and color, associated with the vastly important

fairy tale or legend. What a genius of the first rank

can do with a fairy story you may all see in Sir E.

BurnJones' pictures of "The Briar Rose." The pos-

sessors of imaginative gifts, who realize their ideas both

for the finer and " coarser " arts for the advantage of

the little ones, give to them a groundwork of an educa-

tion ; an education which is as important and perman-

ently influential as it is unconsciously received. Or for

. ronm an address delivered before the Royal Institute of British Architects by

Arthur W. Silver.
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the same idea in the simplest materials, take Walter
Crane's nursery wall papers. The charming refinement
and character of these designs is only equalled by the
absolutely masterly skill with which practical limitations
are turned to positive advantage.

Not ail parts of the bouse are so obvious in their sug-
gestiveness, yet the staircase may symbolize an upward
direction. Its walls exhibit large and unbroken spaces,
revealing, in its various flights, rooms which have dis-
tinctive and separate uses, so the imagination may take
note of such suggestions in conjunction, and thereby
produce a design of stability and breadth which shall
include and embrace ail the others, as well as striking a
key-note to the whole. Staircases need not be too
archaeological. Some people treat themn pre-historically
with weird marble papers, or E-gyptian syrmbols, or
possibly Medieval allegories. The staircase should not
be the place with a past, but the ladder for the future.

For all these purposes the design is of the first im-
portance.

A good design really exercises an effect almost
hypnotic. A designer must be a first cause for these
effects. The suitbility of an idea for a purpose is in-
sistent. For instance, scullery utensils upon a grand
piano decorated with gesso are out of place, and lead to
unpleasantness-lbut not more so than a finely conceived
decoration, gorgeous and full of idea, carried out in
mean materials for a back passage.

So far I have dealt chiefly with for ; we now
approach color, a still more important subject. What
methods of economic production most nearly comply
with the requirements of high art (so-called) ? By the
requirements of high art I mean a decoration which will
offer you an uninterrupted line combined with infinite
possibilities of color. I think stencilling fulfills these
demands. By no other means short of hand painting,
whether in fresco or other material, can you give the
worker so much scope to his fancy for varied color. To
talk of color is practically impossible. Its nomenclature
conveys nothing beyond a vague general notion. If I
ask for a scheme in red, I may obtain something as hot
as fire, or an effect as dry as sand would be to the
mouth. Therefore, on this I must perforce be brief ;
and yet I should like to say something which has a very
definite bearing on this matter, for if the form of design
is important, surely color bas far more claims.

The most joyous of designs may be saddened by
color, and yet a sombre motive may be treated with
dignity in a scheme of bright red, which is supposed to
be most exhiliarating. I say " supposed to be ex-
hiliarating," for, after ail, it is more the association of
ideas than the raw color which affects you. If we
examine the rooms we live in, and the scheme of decor-
ation appropriate to each room, one of the questions
which almost naturally arises is, " Why should a dining
room be always dark red ?" Is it to match the under-
done beef-steak which continental prejudice believes to
be our favorite diet ? But, on the other hand, why
should a drawing roon be colorless ? It 'it thus a foil
to the conversation, which is often highly colored ?
Nor need a breakfast room be too simple and virtuous.
The early morning suggests innocence and candor, it is
true, but it brings also letters and depressions. Gay
colors seems to me as needful to begin the day as to'
end it. A sunrise is often as charmingly schemed as a
melodramnic sunset.

Ought we not at this time to consider very seriously

the relative positions of English artists as designers
and colorists ? Latterly, the pure invention of pattern
which the designers of this country have evolved has
attracted European attention. I say this because I
know it, and am proud of it ; for even in my own hun-
ble sphere the manufacturers of almost every European
nationality have given me commission for goods,
ultimately to be disposed of in the English market and
their own. But this is not sufdicient. I firmly believe
we do " hold the field " above ail nations for originality
and invention in design ; but as regards color, that is
another matter. I would not venture to claini our
supremacy in that respect. A merchant can commission
the English designer for "something " new " in form
and idea, and be sure he gets it ; but when the stuff is
made a designer must often own to his sorrow that hi4
scheme of color bas been greatly improved by thé
printer and manufacturer. Indeed, this is a matter
sometimes left entirely to the buyer, the designer only
supplying the outlines. This is not as it should be,
and I have often wondered whether there are causes
other than merely climatic reasons for this shortcoming.
We have schools of design where invention of a kind is
cultivated, but as for teaching pupils to emphasize the
development of a finer sense of color, there seems to be
none.

I am here following in the wake of my friend Alex.
Millar, who, in a lecture on carpet designing given
recently at the Society of Arts, called special attention
to this deficiency in our national art of training. He
made a suggestion that seemed to me to be of the
greatest value. In fact, I cannot lay too much stress
on the stupendous importance and influence which it
might have if carried out thoroughly. It was that
" color "-as distinct from forni-should be taught as a
separate subject--taught as thoroughly, and held of
equal importance to form. Neither is complete without
the other ; but we take the one very seriously, and
leave the pupil to pick up the other anyhow. For a
long time after 185r, when men were supposed to have
changed ail this, the designing capacity of this countrY
continued at a low ebb. During this period anything
good of its sort was invariably produced abroad.

Indeed, manufacturers would hardly deign to look at
an English design. Now that our designers have
attracted European attention, I feel more anxious than
I can well express that the onward march to the main-
tenance of our national supremacy in industrial design
should not be crippled and hampered for the lack of
that charming companion, color. Form, beautiful as it
may be, is but as dry bones, the mere skeleton of an
idea. It must be clothed with life, and color is to form'
what breath is to the body.

TO ARCHITECTS AND DRAUGHTSMEN.
THE publishers of the CANADIAN ARCHITECT AND

BUILDER have opened a register in which to record the
names and addresses of architectural draughtsmen in
want Of positions, and of architects who may require
assistance. Architects and draughtsmen are invited to
make use of this department, which is placed at their
disposal without charge, and which we trust may be
found to be of service.

Boiling parallin is now applied to floors, especially those of hos-
pitals, to make the vood impermeable, and unaffected by acids or
alkalies. The treatment is considered effective from a hygien:c
point of view, and lasts for several years.

'ME
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-___\ I suppose the inhabi-

tants of this city of un-

developed possibilities

could net be expected t
to be alive ta their
interests in any one n

direction more than
another. If they can-

not b ebrought ta de-

velop natural resources

they could net be

brought toconsider the
el, t . rnecessitY of the preser-

- d vation af ther
creations. If the will

C do nothig ttowards
tmaking Hamilton a

•summer resort, cati it
be expected of hem
that they sbould do

anything ta prevent the
total destruction of

their city by fire? And yet perhaps tht is the very reasona for

their supineness. It certainly is no use developing a place that

is expected ta be destroyed. They have their fire by-law and

they have a living inspector, who has told me that they bave a

pretty solid kind of city, from a building inspectora point ta view-

I wonder if it bas ever occurred te the City Coufncil, tht alter

having passed and approved of plans for building-facit per alia

facet per se-and after having in theory, if not in act, approved

the building when completed, if a serious lire should occur,

resulting in injury or death to any of the public, the corporation is

in danger of being mulcted in damages? But in the appy-ge-

lucky way of doing things, se very characteristic Of corporations

generally, it is ta be concluded that if the constituents don't care,

their representatives need net worry. Now Mr. Anderson is net

only a living inspector but he has the advantges of youth and

aclivity, a keen eyesight and a well developed sense of meli, and

it il no doubt due te his natural capacity for 'his position that

Hamilton should be as he says it is, se solid. No matter he-

ever, how brilliant a young mani may be, he cannot be expected

to shine if he is put under a bushel, and city authrities are

usually more weighty than a bushel. But after all, especaîlno

with the experience of other cities befoe us,-by-aws canlt

avert destruction by fire, especially when they are pigeon- hled

and their provisions disregarded.

One clause of the by-laws says that " every elevator shall be

cOnstructed with brick walls " (sizes given) " with iron doors at

each Opening, " the walls ta be carried up 5 feet above the roof.

It does net say whether the I elevator shaft " means the space

Iccupied by the car in its ascent and descent or whether the

"shaft " may be large enough ta include a staircase windng

round the car well, which is an arrangement se well calculated

to cut off all means of escape in the event of fire. And with

refrence ta the iron doors it does not define whether they shao

be solid, of sheet iron, or of open ironwork--it is a question for

the city solicitor ta say whether a " grille " is an " iron door."

Anotherclause says " or," and that little word is capable of fillitg

uls With renewed hope for our safety, until we know whether what

follows it is carried out-" or shall be made with sides consisting

Of bars of iron open on each storey, and shall have horizontal fire

prof doors on each flat, which shall automatically close the

elevator opening in the floor when the building shal be heated

by any fire," etc., etc. Now we have departmental stores and

'e have office buildings, warehouses and other places of businesse

where the " shaft " has been taken to include the staircase and

that staircase is made of wood, and where the elevatorS are

nclosed with iron railings and no horizontal fire doors exist-

Another clause says thai the outer -walls of " every building or

part Of a building " shall be of " iron, stone or brick," ÇQflSt-

uently frame gables, brick nogging, half-limbered work and

nch picturesque details are at a discount, but at the same time

we have in the centre of the city, and newly built, a departmnental

tore with the front of its upper story of wood, between piers of

ron faced with brick. It is true the greater part between the

iers is of glass-but the lights being circular headed have large

wooden spandrils and abutments of wood, exposed to the ele-

nents. But what do the public care; we may all be burnt as we

requent these places but that does not trouble us; we are far

iore interested in the " Gore Park " (which of course is so well

nown I need not describe it, although it, like chickens and kittens.

wes its beauty-no doubt-to its minute proportions.) However

we are happy at last because the block paved triangular space

which has served as a cab-stand for so many years, eastward of

be confines of the present enclosed portion, is to be made into

flower bed as soon as the weather permits, and as there is

othing in the fire by-law referring to the construction of flower
eds, we need not worry. R. W. GAMBIER BOUSFIELD.

THE INFLUENCE 0F THE MODERN CHRISTIAN
CHURCH UPON THE ECCLESIASTIC ARCHI-

TECTURE OF THE DOMINION.
Why bas the church of the present day an evil rather than an

elevating influence over the architecture of this colony ? This is
a question over which many a thoughtful architect must have

Pondered sadly enough; the contrast to be drawn between the

magnificent temples that are an honor and a glory to Christian

Europe, marking the devotion of ber peoples, and representing as

well the elevated taste, culture, and persistent effort of the clergy

of the Christian church, whose buildings reveal not only the

highest ideal in architectural design but the greatest of construc-

tive skill-the contrast to be drawn between such an ecclesiastical

architecture on the one hand, and the temporary, and too often

trumpery and wholly inartistic, nature of church building in Can-

ada, is indeed a painfully strong one.

In speaking of the church it must be understood as having

reference to the Christian church as a whole, embodying all

denominations, none escaping the reproach that is levelled against

our sacred edifices-far too dignified a term te apply to the great

mass of churches, chapels, meeting houses and so forth.

That the great dissenting bodies should worship in buildings

in no wise calculated to inspire any other feeling than that of

horror at the general disregard, sometimes amounting to an

almost savage disregard, of the beautiful, is perhaps traceable te

that old Puritanical creed which held it and Idolatry te be nearly

akin, a creed which would appear te be still held by those who

have the regulation of the building operations of these bodies.

This old Puritan spirit evidences its existence in the dedication

te the service of the Almighty of buildings which are mere

travesties of architecture. The spirit which promotes this un-

fortunate objection to the beautiful is the same as that which

prompted the barbarous destruction by English Puritans of an

untold weallh of sculpture, carving, painted glass, pictures,

tapestries, iron and brass work, etc., which had been accumu-

lated during the long centuries when the church was well nigh the

only repository of such treasures, a loss of inestimable magnitude

from an art and historical point of view, the wicked and wanton

destruction of which doubtless is largely responsible for the de-

generation in English applied arts from which we have only con-

parativelY recenily began te recover. Until the Dissenters in the

Dominion realize that the Almighty is the greatest of architects,

that all His works are beautiful, and that in consequence lovely

buildings, fine carving, noble sculptures, grand frescoes and in-

deed anything and everyihing in the production of which there is

necessarily evidenced a strong love and patient study of the sub-

lime in nature, cannot be distasteful to Him. I say until the truth

of this is borne home ta them they will continue to disfigure His

lovely world with their architectural aberrations in Ie vain belief

that they are thereby gratifying God.

But how is it with the Roman Catholic and Anglican churches?

-o they in their works show that they strive to emulate the

splendid example of their predecessors ?. Very many of the

clergy of these two great divisions of the church are men who

have been educated at Rome, Oxford, Cambridge, Durham-

places steeped to the core in art, places in which it would seem

impossible for any ordinarily observant person to live for a single

year without bearing away witb hi a love and a reference for

the grey old churches, chapels, colleges, libraries and galleries

with the countless treasures they contain, But how q4ch iore



true should this be of men about to become priests in the church
which created or directed, or ministers in the church which in-
herits these glories of mediaeval art. Any one not conversant
with the facts would confidently expect every littie up country
parish or mission church, as well as the more important edifices
to bear some impress of the splendid associations amidst which
the officiating clergy were reared. So far from this proving to be
the case, one finds almost as little to admire, or rather, alimost as
much to disgust, in the sorry apologies erected under their
auspices, as in those built by those branches of the church which
lack the romantie traditions and noble heritage of the Romans
and the Anglicans.

Why should nearly every building committee with its priest,
parson or minister at the head, deem it necessary to place tin
pinnacles on wooden boxes all painted and sanded with the too
evident intention of hoodwinking the Architect of the Universe into
mistaking them for massive stone ? It is not merely very ridicu-
lous, but worse still, savours almost of blasphemy. Wooden
walls barely 6" thick contain openings with wooden arches and,
oh ! shade of William of Wykeham ! those openings are not in-
frequently filled with wooden tracery. Roofs are covered with
stamped tin ties and imitation shingles, wooden label moulds are
spiked onto weather boards; wretched imitation is heaped on
wretched imitation until it might reasonably be deducted from this
multiplication of absurdities that the building is dedicated to a
great God of Sham ; one lives in apprehension of seeing hollow
rustic weather boarded flying buttresses and lath and plaster fan
vaulting added to this already formidable list of absurdities.

Is it necessary that church builders should ape "Gothic" in the
senseless, soulless manner which poses for Gothic that is? There
probably are scarce a score of architects in Europe who can
successfully reproduce that lost chord, for the workmen of the
middle ages carried the secret of their art with them to the grave,
and the machine-made, eight-hour-a-day mechanic of these days
cannot recover it ; the trade unionisi and the Gothie worker have
no resemblance-nothing in common. It is impossible, absolutely
and undeniably impossible, to invest our work in this very prosaic
brand new country with the charm and mystery with which the
devout builders of the Old World imbued their creations. The
fault, or difficulty, call it what you will, lies with the changed
times, with the altered conditions of life and thought, facts which
our church builders would do well to accept once and for all, and
by directing their efforts with a due regard for these altered con-
ditions they will, in time, produce something more worthy of the
age in which they work.

Architecture is the history related in stone of a nation ; art and
literature stamp its intellectual level and mark its standard with
unfailing truth ; what bas the Christian Church in Canada pro-
duced in the nature of ecclesiastical architecture to save ber from
oblivion? Judged by the standard of our places of worship, what
will be thought of the religious devotion and artistic perception of
the people who were satisfied with them?

It is srtange indeed to find the Church setting an example least to
be expected from such a source by substituting cheap sham for the
truth ; our forefathers only built just so much of a cathedral or a
church as they could afford to build, adding to or enlarging and
beautifying as their resources permitted ; or they built a portion,
the nave or perhaps but an aisle of an ambitious scheme which
occupied centuries to develop; thuq it is that one of the most
charming of studies in the whole range of architecture is that of
archæology, tracing the origin and growth, the vicissitudes, the
graduai advance towards fulfilment and-decay, of an old
church building. How different is the story of a modern church
-rushed up with an almost indecent haste on the lump sum
contract principle with one desire only uppermost, to get the job
paid for ; debt frequently nearly overwhelms the congregation.
Sometimes a church is erected and financed on joint stock
principles. Think of that! seeking heaven by means of a few
shares in a Joint Stock Co. !!

Poverty is the hackneyed excuse trotted out às the cause of the
present pitiable condition of ecclesiastical architecture, but in the
face of ail the expenditure wasted on bad imitation and on fake
ornament such a plea cannot be accorded any consideration. An
utter failure to realize the appropriate and the fit, a desite for
decorative features at any cost, even of stability, together with
an apparent reluctance to trust to the generosity or to the piety
of future generations to carry on and complete any work we
may :commence, impels the rash erection of a work in a season
which might with great advantage have been allowed a century
to develop in,

That the immediate descendants of that race which bas made
France famous as the mother of so many great artists in stone,
should be so blind to the elevating influences of art is even more
astonishing than the apathetic attitude of the British section of
the people, whose apathy the writer believes ta be largely due to
the survival of the old Puritanical feeling already alluded to.

And yet it is not by their sins of omission that her church
builders have offended and continue to offend, as by their infinite-

ly more awful sins of commission--Catholics and Anglicans,
Methodists and Presbyterians ail show themselves nearly equally
lacking in a sense of what constitutes architectural dignitY,
beauty and repose.

It is nlot so much my desire ta discover or ta assign a reason
for this indifference as ta draw attention to it and its evil results,
that it may be fought against and overcome. Perishable as most
of our modern buildings are, they will endure long enough ta
exercise a baneful influence on the habits of taste that do diuty
with most people for educated or cultivated taste. The more
solid constructions may unfortunately remain for an indefinite
period to mark the decadence of art in the oldest colony of two
peoples almost equally distinguished by their mediaeval archi-
tecture and whose modern work shows every sign of a re-
awakening. It is not too much ta say that the ecclesiastical
architecture now existing in the Dominion will convey lessons
only of a decidedly negative description to the future student Of
archaeology.

There is some comfort to be derived from the thought that our
machine-made galvanized iron pinnacles, bosses, cornices and
what lot, will quickly perish with stamped maetal shingleS,
ceilings and other rubbish, and as this painted and sanded
"ornament " is not infrequently supported on the slightest of
substructures the decay of this saine barbarie " ornament
implies the possibly early dissolution of our " sacred edifices." It
is impossible to hope that many of the young archileets upon'
whose endeavors the future of Canadian architecture rests wili be
ableto enjoy the great pleasure and innumerable advantages
derivable from a few years sojourn among the works of the gian)ts
of the past, for the study of ancient buildings is of incontestable
value to the student, representing as these do what bas been
aptly diescribei as the accumulated experiences of past ages ;
but a healthy regard for the appropriate utilization of materials
and a stern refusai to countenance a cheap and flimsy mockery
of detail which well nigh defies repetition even in living bands
working on honest materials, will do much to lift us out of the
abyss into which we are fallen. When necessary to build with
great economy let them learn to build honestly in those simple
lines and measures which confer dignity of purpose, and leave
the rest to the future. One beautiful piece of window painting is
of more true worth than acres of gaudy meaningless stained
glass so commonly fountd in Canada. Let it be inpressed upon
the young architect that. restraint is a far finer trait than fussy
effusiveness ; they in their turn may do something to impress this
upon the laity, and then there may indeed arise a hope for a
national architecture, worthy of ourselves, wort'iy of the two
grand races that begat Canada.

ROBERT M. FRIPF.

LEGAL.
RAT PORTAGE LuMBR Co. v. AHLBERG.-Chadwick, assignee

for benefit of creditors of defendant Ahlberg, appealed from cer-
tificate and finding of local Judge at Rat Portage in a suninary
proceeding to enforce a mechanics' lien. The plaintiff supPlied
lumber to defendant Ahlberg in June, 1897, and then registered a
lien against the land. There were three mortgages agaiist the
land, amounting ta $i,800. Plaintiffs proceeded under section 31
R. S. O., ci. 153, against both defendants, Ahlberg having after
registration of lien assigned for creditors. The lands were sold'
for less than the amount due under mortgages. The local Judg
found that Chadwick was properly added as a party. The
mortgage sale took place in November, 1897, and the assigne,
contends that the plaintiffs should then have proved their Clain,
against the estate, and not proceeded with the action, because
the lien had ceasei ta exist, and also that the mortgagees sheld
have been made parties to the lien proceedings, and that the
costs of a proceeding like this shouli be saddled in the estate
against the other creditors, Appeal dismissed with costs.

Objection has been made by the architects of Hamilton to
the city building inspector being allowed to enter into comipetition
with them by preparing specifications and superintending building
contracts,

'VUE



REGULATIONS OF THE PARIS EXPOSITION.
THE Canadian Commission for the Paris Exposition Of

1900 have issued a booklet giving regulations, classi f-

cation of exhibits, and general information for intending

exhibitors. The accompanying plan, which is herewith

reproduced, shows the arrangement of the Exhibition

grounds and buildings, and will no doubt be found f

illterest. The Exhibition will open on the 15 th of April

and close on the 5 th of November. The Colonial

building will be situated on the Trocadero grounds

overlooking the Champs de Mars, not far fro the

Great Eiffel tower, and will cover 36,000 square feet,

of which 27,100 feet has been allotted to Canada.

Forms of application for space must be returned to

the Canadian Commission, Department of Agriculture,

Ottawa, not later than June ist, 1899. It is the desire

of the Commission to secure the best possible exhibit

of Canadian goods, and there will be no charge to

exhibitors for space. Accepted exhibits from Quebec,

Ontario and the west must be delivered at the ex-

In group six is placed all exhibits relating to civil en-

gineering, including the following : Building materials,

such as lime, cernent, plaster, artificial stone, etc.;

plant and method used in the production of these

materials ; methods used for testing building materials;

plant and method employed for earth work ; plant and

methods used in making foundations, public streets,

etc.; models, plans and drawings relating to public

works, such as water supply, gas lighting, canal con-

struction, bridges and viaducts, railways, etc.

In group twelve is placed exhibits of decoration and

furniture of public buildings and dwelling houses, Înclud-

ing the following : Plans, designs and models of fixed

decoration ; carpentry ; ornamental joinery ; fixed

decoration in marble, stone, plaster, papier mache and

cartonpierre; decorative sculpture; ironwork and lock-

smiths' work ; decorative paintings on stone, wood,

metal and canvas ; stone or marble mosaic pavements ;

enamel mosaic for walls, vaults and domes; stained

glass windows ; specimens of various kinds of glass

GPOUNDS A NI) BUIDINGS-PARIS ExPosITION.
¿ fr ExmTo".OUD

pLAN V

hibitor's expense at Montreal or Quebec not later than

November ist, 1899, and exhibits from the Maritime

provinces at Halifax, N. S., not later than November

I5th. These will be shipped to Paris by the Commission

free of charge. Exhibitors are expected to dispose, in

Paris, of their exhibits when these have a commercial

value, as only valuable collections of objects of special

Character will be granted free return transportation.

The exhibits are divided into eighteen groups, which

are again subdivided into numerous classes.

Group two includes works of art, divided into four

classes. Class 7 contains painting on canvas, panel,

metal, enanel, china, earthenware, various glazes, by

aIl direct processes, on oil, wax, tempera, etc.; water

color paintings, pastels, cartoons for frescoes, tapestry

and stained glass ; drawings of ail kinds. In class 9

Will b placed sculpture of figures and animais in alto-

relievo or in baso-relievo ; models in plaster, Clay or

WaX ; originals and copies in stone, marble, bronze,

Wood, ivory, metal, etc. Class o includes drawings,
photographs and models of works already carried out

(public and private buildings) ; designs of buildings

eestorations from ruins or from documents.

used for decorative windows ; models of window

frames ; wall papers and paper hangings ; apparatus

and processes for heating and ventilation ; apparatus

and processes employed for lighting, other than electric

lights. Group sixteen includes plans and specimens of

workmen's dwellings, such as single houses built by

employers, workmen's flats, furnished lodgings for un-

married artisans, etc.

ARTIFICIAL SANDSTONE
AN artificial sandstone made at Uccle-Calevoet, Bel-

gium, is a silicate of lime obtained by imitating the

supposed conditions of nature. A mixture of 8o per

cent. of clean coarse sand and 20 per cent of hydraulic

quicklime is placed in an iron mould, which is introduced

into a boiler filled with hot water, and is kept for three

days under a pressure of six atmospheres and a temper-

ature of about 329 degrees F. The resulting block is

at first soft, but hardens quickly in air. The stone is

absolutely homogeneous, absorbs little water, has four

times the crushing strength of French fre.-stone, and at

the cost of ten cents per cubic foot is cheaper than the

natural product.

-£UE cîkuA-Dý.P"n P,-ucul



8TUDENTS' DEPARTMENT.

STUDENTS' AND DRAUGHTSME1S
COMPETITION.

THE publishers of the CANADIAN ARCHITECT AND
BUILDER invite architectural students and draughts-
men in Canada to enter a competition for architectural
photographs. The subject is a constructed residence
costing $io,ooo or under. Photographs must show a
perspective view of the entire building. They must not
be less than 4 x 5 inches in size, and must be accom-
panied by a brief memorandum descriptive of the loca-
tion, site and aspect of the building and the material
and coloring, together with the name of the architect,
if obtainable. The photographs will be judged from an
architectural standpoint as exhibiting specimens of good
design-the object being to test the student's or
draughtsman's knowledge of design. Photographs
must be suitable for reproduction. Competitors are
not restricted as to the number ot photographs which
they may submit.

Photographs for this competition should be sent
under nom de plume, all charges prepaid, marked
"Competition," addressed to the "Publishers of the
CANADIAN ARCHITECT AND BUILDER, Confederation Life
Building, Toronto," and must reach this office not later
than 5 p.m. on Thursday, May 25th next. They must
be accompanied by a separate sealed envelope contain.
ing the nom de plume and full name and address of the
competitor.

The merits of the photographs submitted in this com-
petition will be judged by a committee of the Ontario
Association of Architects and the Province of Quebec
Association of Architects, whose decision Will be final.

The publishers of the CANADIAN ARCHITECT AND
BUILDER reserve the right to publish any of the photo-
graphs submitted, and to withhold the prizes if in the
opinion of the judges, a reasonable response is not
made on the part of the students and draughtsmen to
this invitation.

The first prize will consist of architectural books to
the value of Ten Dollars and the second prize of archi-
tectural books to the value of Five Dollars. The
psrsons to whom the prizes shall be awarded will have
the right to select such books as they may desire
within the above mentioned limits of cost.

NORMAN CONSTRUCTION.
THE skill of the Norman builders in the science of

construction is attested by the strength and durability of
their structures. The three essential ingredients of
which they composed their wal)s-squared stone, rubble
and cement-when combined could be equally relied
upon for their firmness against pressure, or their resist-
ance for a very long period to the operations of time
and weather. The system, therefore, of bonding or
tying together the ashlarwork on both sides of the wall
was very rarely practiced, and there is not an example
of it in a wall of great thickness, The practiçe would

have been useless ; solidity and capacity were indis-
pensably requisite to Norman construction, and the
concrete was so dexterously composed that it would
have derived no advantage from the introduction of
blocks in a transverse direction. For the same reason
neither timber nor iron were concealed in walls thus
composed. The rugged, rock-like aspect of maly
buildings which once exhibited a well-wrought surface
of stonework mingled with the elegant ornaments of
architecture proclaims the toil with which their strength
had been secured. Fountains Abbey and St. Pancras
Priory at Lewes are interesting and deplorable examples;
but in still stronger confirmation of the durability of
ancient cement, there are places in the walls of Conway
and Bamborough Castles, where the stone has been
forced from the mortar, which protrudes in large and
prominent masses, and which are not in any perceptible
degree injured by the weather. Another peculiarity
occasionally observable in the construction of Norman
masonry is that the angles of openings and the mould-
ings of piers composing the jambs attached to them are
not bonded together, but that every member of the jamb
throughout the thickness of the wall consists of
distinct and similar layers of stone, which when not
compactly joined and firmly sustained by cement, become
crippled by length of time, and fall asunder beneath the
pressure of their arches. The tower of CanterburY
Cathedral was a remarkable instance of this imperfect
kind of construction.

MAGNETISM IN BRICKS.
PROPESSOR Lawrence, of the University of Rochester,

New York, has made some important observations 01o
an unsuspected property of bricks. Some two years
ago he noticed certain unaccountable movements of a
sensitive magnetometer which he had placed for steadi-
ness on a brick pier in the basement of the universitY
laboratory. Last year, while visiting at Ann Arbor he
was told that a similar phenomenon had been noticed
there, and his informant half jokingly said that the
bricks in the walls must have affected the needle. Pro-
fessor Lawrence, remembering that in his own experi-
ment the instrument rested on a brick pier, thought
more seriously of the matter, and, on his return to his
own laboratory, began a series of experiments to dete'
mine whether bricks really could be magnetic. Collect-
ing a large number of samples of bricks of different
kinds, and testing them with a delicate magnetomcter,
he found that nearly al] red bricks, and some white
ones, were appreciably magnetic, a brick of the strongest
sort, a brownish variety made near Rochester, giving a
power equal to that of wire as large as a knittintg
needle, and i in. long, completely saturated with mag-
netism. The only brick which was absolutely free frorn
magnetic power was a white one, also made near
Rochester, but a yellowish one, from some place not
specified, w as also nearly free from it, while another
white one, from Washington, was very nearly as mag-
netic as the Rochester brown one.
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ATO E TO THE EQUIREMENTS OF THE BUILDING TRADES.

[THIS DEPARTMENT IS SS R AINFORAION S O E B CON RIBUTING DF THEIR EXPERiENCE,

A N TD lT O ASX TIN FO AI Z IFOR NAIrO N W IIC [i TH ILT M AT AT A NY TIM E R QU RE ]
AND BY ASKING; FoR PARTI¢U de5 oebaktar.swn out of

A very simple, yet neat hfo dressed one mch stuf. The

e very siple i e nat Fi nis. The two inch plank with a jig or band saw. The root may

inoa its main stairway is shown at Fig. 1. d b oee ihshingles or with tin or galvanized îron.

newel is plain, balusters square, and be covered with sige rwt i rglaie rn

the stairstring unpretentious. The spandel Îs fitted in The cresting, where such is required, may be cut from

one inch pine or cedar and the rails and balusters may

be wrought by hand or machine, out of pine, as may be

thought best. The top rail may be sy4, îches thick,

and the middle and lower rails may be made from two

inch stuff. The frieze should be not less than an inch

Fi. I.-A NEAT STAIRWAV.

with matched and beaded stuff and the newel is plain,

neat and effective. Fig. 2 exhibits a plain four paneled

door, with machine wrought trim head and base blocks.

The door panels are sunk and moulded, casings are 4Y

FiG. 2.-DoOR AND TRIM.

hes wide and 7{6 inch thick ; head or corner blocks

>iý inches thick and have a small diagonal orna-

nt placed or nailed on them. The base blocks or

nths, are i >j inch thick and the same width as the

lings, the top mouldings projecting above the base.

e base is eight inches wide, moulded on top. A

rpet strip is nailed in against the base and is mitred

"und the base blocks. This door and trimming is

il suited for ordinary country work or suburban

ttages. In keeping with the stairway and door and

ish, is the verandah finish shown at Fig. 3. The

'ale work is plain and within the range of most

»rkmen. The posts are turned from 5 x 5 inch stuff,

d the plate, which forms part of the finish nay be

ed of a 5 x 5 inch timber, or it may be built UP of

FIG. 3.- A CHEAP VERANDAH

wider than the joists and should project down low

enough to receive the lattice strips. The base may be

any width to suit the position. The lattice strips

should be 4{ inch thick and about i 54 inches wide.

The gutter or trough forns the finish for the orrnice,

and is made of tin or galvanized iron. The design is

very simple, low priced, and withal attractive.

In putting down footings it is essential
Foundation that the mason get good flat bed-stones

for his first course and that he lay the

best side with its face on the flat earth. Spawls should

not be used in packing up the first layers of footings

between the earth and the stone, as this practice is sure

to cause unequal settlement, and is, moreover, likely

to result in more serious damage, particularly in clay

grounds. Before laying in the footings, particularly

where the foundation walls are not more than from two
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to four feet below the grade line, the bottom of the
trench should be tamped down with a heavy tamping
block of some kind, in order to give a solid bed to the
footings. A good tamping block may be readily made
out of a piece of timber eight or nine inches in diameter
and twelve or fourteen inches in length. Have the
lower end cut square and snooth, bore a two inch hole
in the centre of the other end into which insert a hard-
wood handle, leaving it about two feet long from the
block. A cross-handle may be attached to this, at such
height as may be suited to the person who is to use it.
It will then be somewhat like a paver's ramr If
this rammer is used all over the bottomu of the trench it
will so harden the bottom that very little settlement
will take place. The first layers of footings down, the
use of spawls is, to some small extent permissible, but'
judgment should be exercised in their employrent. If
the wall is to be built on a solid sandy bottom, tamping
will be unnecessary, as a foundation of sand is as good
as can be desired, providing it is not disturbed by the
removal of the earth or sand around it. The foregoing
refers chiefly to common rubble work as generally
employed in the construction of foundations for country
buildings.

In many cellars where the ground is
The CenU Wall. supposed to be dry and well drained,

the inside of the wall often proves damp and sweaty.
Generally this is caused by the earth on the Outside of

Fi. 4.-DRY CELLAR WALL.

the wall containing moisture and transmitting it to the
stone forming the walls of the cellar. This fault may
be prevented if proper care is taken when the wall is
being built. The cellar should be excavated six or
eight inches lower all around than the size of the
foundation wall ; then, after the footings are in place,
the wall should be " drawn in " to the dimensions
required, and, as it is beirng builded, the space between
the outside of the walI and the bank should be filled in
with broken stones, coarse gravel or broken bricks,
and this filling continued until the grade line is reached,
as shown in Fig. 4. This plan of making a foundation
where there is to be a cellar, will, to a very great
extent, insure dry cellar walls ; but, should the earth be
of a moist nature, it might be as well to lay a course of
weeping tiles around the bottom of the footings as
shown in the cut at A. These tiles need be no other
than ordinary field tiles, laid butt and butt together.
This precaution will insure a dry cellar on high land.

The loose stones will allow all the wet to drain from
bank down to the footings before it can reach the stone-
work, and if it cannot drain away from that point it
will be caught and carried off by the weeping tiles. The
extra expense of building a cellar wall in this manner,
over the usual method, would be a small matter comf-
pared with the advantages and comfort derived by
having a dry healthy cellar.

Fitments Fer Every house bas, or ought to have a
Pantry. pantry in it, situated near the kitchei,

and for economy, labor-saving and
santary reasons, this pantry should receive much more
attention than it usually gets from either the designer
or the builder-and we might also add, the owner. A
pantry should be well lighted, should have some mean5
of thorough ventilation, and should be fitted up inside
with ample shelving, drawers, spice nests, bins, and
baking boards. There should be a nest of small drawers
for spices, and the drawers should be lined with tin,
and for some special ones, drop covers should be pro-
vided. There should be a case of drawers, made
especially for coffee, tea, sugar, rice and other groceries
that are in'every day use. There should be wide shelves
and narrow ones, some specially designed for canied
goods. No paint whatever sbould be employed inside
the pantry ; a clean pine finish being the very best that
can be done, that is to say, fit up the pantry altogether
in white pine, and leave it untouched by oil or paint.
If the door and window trimmings must be finished in
something, apply a coat or two of good shellac varnish
on the bare wood. Shellac leaves no taint or disagree-
able smell after it. Ali shelves and drawers should be
so arranged that they can be taken down or out of
their places, scrubbed or cleaned, and exposed to the
sun for awhile. This will not require much ingenuitY,
as the shelves may be left loose on their bearings.
Where possible, the shelves should rest on iron brackets
that have been either bronzed orjapanned. The nailing
of cleats against the wall to carry the end of the shelves,
should be avoided wherever possible, as the cleats
often have ledges for dust and dirt to rest upOn.
Pantries should not be wainscoted, nor should the base
be very deep, for wainscoting and base offer opportunities
for mice to burrow in. Where it can be afforded, the
walls should be plastered with a mortar containing a
large percentage of Portland cernent. Rats or mice
cannot cut through a mortar of this kind in like maniner
as through ordinary lime mortar. The plastering should
in all cases run down to the floor, and the floor itself

FiG. 5.-A TILTiNG BIN.

should be formed of concrete and cement. There
should be one or two tilting bins in the pantry for
holding flour or oatmeal. As a rule these " tiPPine



bins " are not known so well as they ought to be, and

the illustrations given herewith are presented in order

tO show the construction and enable any intelligent

mechanic to understand their anatomy. Fig. 5 shows

a method of construction where the bin is swung on a

Pivot, the pivot being shown at N. This pivot or pin

miay be formed of hardwood, or it may be an iron teat

screwed to the side, being first riveted into an iron plat.

provided with screw holes. If the pivot is of hardwood,

it nay be inserted from the outside through the case

and the bîn in such a manner that it may readilv be

taken out so that the bin proper can be moved at will.

The pivot must be placed a little to the front in order

to admit of the bin swinging back properly to its place.

The dotted lines show the bin when it is tipped so that

its contents may be got at readily, the shaded ine

showing it when closed. Another style of tilting bin is

shown at Fig. 6. This method of construction permîts

FiG. 6.-ANOTIER MSTHOD.

the bin to remain open without being held, whereas,

that shown at Fig. 5 requires to be held slightly to

keep it open, as it drops to its place automatically by

force of gravitation. The method by which it is swung

(Fig. 6) is shown at N. Any further description is

unnecessary.

While there are many hip roofs all

shingtung ips. over the country, there are very few of

them that are finished over the hips in a

proper or scientific manner. Nothing looks so ugly and

unworkmanlike as a hip being finished off with two ridge

boards and topped with a roll. A well shingled hip

requires no ridge roll, ridge boards or other like con-

trivances. Fig. 7 shows a method of shingling that is

FIG. 7.-SHOwING RIDGE BEFORE IT IS SHINGLED.

handsome when finished, and quite effective in turning

the Water. The dotted lines show where a line bas

been struck on the roof-boarding, about four inches

froI the ridge line and parallel with it. In laying the

shingles put the corner of each course to the line as

shown. The tops of the shingles are then trimmed to

correspond with the line, then the hip itself is shingled

as shown with the grain of the wood running parallel

With the ridge line as shown at Fig. 8. This method of

laying the shingles excludes all danger of curling up as

most shingles do that are cut to a point in the usual

method of covering hips. At first sight this method

bas a different look, but when tried in actual practice it

will be found easy enough, and every joint will be well

broken. The trimming off of the top of the shingles

FIG. 8.-SHowING HIP WHEN FINISHED.

must be done of course, on the line of the ridge, and

this, together with the proper adjusting of the corner of

the first shingle in each course, is the secret to the

solution of the whole problem. In covering a roof by

this method, it is always best to start the shingling of

the hips on the opposite ends of the same side of the

roof together, then the line can be drawn from butt to

butt, thus insuring uniformity in the weathering of the

shingles. A hip-roof finished in this manner always

impresses the looker-on with an idea of neatness and

tightness. If the roof is painted, the shingles on the

hip may be made a different color to the body of the

roof, though the colors should not form too strong a

contrast. There are many other methods of covering

hips-some good, and more not so good-which may

be described and explained in future issues of the

CANADIAN ARcIuTECT AND BUILDER.

COATINGS FOR DAMP WALLS.
THE Plumber and Decorator is authority for the

following :-The wall must be thoroughly cleaned and

the plaster renewed if found to be impregnated with so-

called "wall nitre" or efflorescence. The surface is

then brushed over twice with a 5o per cent. solution of

waterglass (silicate of soda), followed after a thorough

drying with three coats of the following mixture,: zoo

parts of mastic dissolved in an equal weight of absolute

alcohol ; 200 parts of gelatine dissolved in i,ooo parts

of water by cold steeping for six hours and subsequent

boiling ; Ioo parts of 50 per cent. spirit ; and a hot

solution of 5o parts of ammoniacum in 250 parts of so
per cent. spirit, the whole being well stirred and kept

warm over the fire for five minutes. It should be

freshly prepared for use. When this coating is dry it

is overlaid with a coat of oil, or oil-lacquer paint. The

sweating or efflorescence of fresh brickwork may be

prevented in a similar manner, but substituting distemper

or limewash for the oil paint. Newly built walls

intended to be prepared can be prevented from sweating

by two or three coats of the gelatine solution, which

will preserve the paper fron discoloration ; and dirty

patches arising from smoke, soot, etc., in kitchens and

corridors can also be covered over with the same

liquid, and so kept fron showing through the fresh

coat of paint.

Carmine is readily affected by heat, turning to dull brown, and

metallic salts have an injurious effect upon it. Exposed to strong

light it is not permanent, fading away completely in less than six

nonths, unless well protected.
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MASTER PLUMBERS' BANQUET.
A JOLLY evening was spent at the banquet given at

McConkey's restaurant by the Toronto Master Plumbers'
Association, on the 7 th inst. There were present about
one hundred persons, including representatives of the
Hamilton and London associations, and of the manu-
facturing and supply companies. Among those in
attendance were noticed the following :

J. H. Wilson (president Toronto Association), W. G.
Ritchie (secretary Toronto Association), John M. Taylor
(manager Dominion Radiator Co.), W. H. Meredith,
W. H. Meadows, Francis Blackburn, Geo. W. Verral,
W. Walker, S. McCord, Donald Q. McCulloch, David
Carlyle, Frank Maxwell, George Clapperton, Samuel S.
Clarke, E. A. Rogers, J. D. Ritchie, W. B. Anderson,
Dundas C. World, A. H. Richardson, C. M. B. World,
Adam Taylor, Robert A. Morrison, A. S. Bates, R. T.
Robinson, E. H. Roulitt, T. Worthington, Samuel
Muirhead, D. J. Glynn, W. B. Malcolm, J. Matthews,
W. J. Spence, W. A. Fenn, James M. Sinclair, Harry
R. Flett, George H. Cooper, L. L. Anthes, Alex. Fiddes,
Charles E. Morrison (James Morrison Brass Mfg. Co.),
J. Edward Fisher, Bert Harvey, A. Taylor, John J.
Main, M. P. Huffman, Wm. Mansell, S. Wright, James
Sherlock, C. H. Mortimer (CANADIAN ARCHITECT AND
BUILDER), D. O. McKinnon (Hardware and Metal), A.

THE CHAIRNMAN,
Mr Jimes H. Wilson, President Toronto Master Plum ers'Assciation.

McMichael, W. S. Jackson, A. W. Mann, J. R. Foster
and S. Topping (the James Robertson Co.), Henry
Hogarth (Fiddes & Hogarth), F. J. Taylor (the
Gurney Foundry Co.), M. R. Wright, J. Wright,
James Ellacott, L. B. Spafford, Fred. H. Pim,
H. W. Anthes (Toronto Foundry Co.), Joseph Wright,J. H. Patterson (Toronto Hardware Co.), Fred. Arm-
strong, A. S. Purdy, A. E. Burroughes, J. L. Pincombe,
C. E. Pickard, John T. Aggett, James B. Fitzsimmons,
Benjamin Kirk, P. Davy, Toronto ; W. J. Clrrk
(president Hamilton Association), R. Rogers, Ja-mes
Stewart, Charles E. Marks, Geo. H. Taylor (Gurney
Tilden Co.), Hamilton; William Smith (president Do-
minion Master Plumbers' Association), F. I. Leigh
(secretary London Association), B. Noble (treasurer
London Association), London ; Alex. Saunders, Goder-
ich, Ont.

Mr. Jas. H. Wilson, President of the Association,
occupied the chair.

Letters of regret were read by the Secretary from
Messrs. E. H. Russell, J. A. Johnson, C. F. Needham,
Joseph W. Chambers, J. Hazlett, Jas. Greenway, W.
H. Heard, London ; J. W. Hughes, Montreal ; J. Mc-
Kinley, E. B. Butterworth, John Higman, John O'Neill,
Ottawa ; A. Chatfield, St. Catharines

The conpany first turned its attention to the followinfg:

Cream a la Princess

Lettuce HORS D'OEUVRE

Spanish Qlives

Filet de Sole, Plumbers' Style FISH

Radihe

po>mme Pavisienine
ENTREES

T twebeads aux ChampignonsTee of Beef a la Lead Pipe Cinch

Pomme Chateau VEGETABLES Creamed Corn
Green Peas

Salade de Saison

Surprise Ices DESSERT Assorted F Cae

wafers Fingers Meringues
McLaren's Imperial Cheese m a c Coffee-Steam Heated

Following which came a brief list of toasts, inter-
spersed with musid vocal and instrumental. The health
of Her Majesty and the Governor-General having been
pledged, accompanied by the singing of the National
Anthem and The Maple Leaf, the glasses were charged
for a toast to " The Dominion Association," with which
the chairman coupled the names of Mr. Smith, of Lon-
don, President of the National Association, and Mr. W.
H. Meredith, of Toronto (both of whom were unani-
mously declared to be " Daisies ").

Mr. Smith launched out into reminiscences, saying
that he could remember when there were only four
plumbing shops in Toronto (a voice-" Where did you
buy your iron pipe ? "), while now there were said to be
97. Presuming this to be a correct estimate, there
should be a larger representation of the trade present
on this occasion. He invited every plumber, whether a
member of the Association or not, to attend a meeting
to be held at 2 p. m. on the following day, when he
would be prepared to talk about the Dominion Associa-
tion. At 4 p.m. they would be pleased to meet the
manufacturers to discuss matters of importance to all
concerned.

Mr. Meredith assured his hearers that the National
Association was in a good, strong condition from end
to end of the Dominion, and working unitedly for the
benefit of the trade and the Manufacturers' Association.
He emphasized the invitation extended by Mr. Smith to
attend the meeting to-morrow.

In response to the toast to " The Dominion Supply
Association," Mr. A. Saunders, of Goderich, said he
was once a plumber, and had to shape traps with a
dresser and lay traps for customers. He referred to the
plumbers as the representatives of a noble profession,
and counselled them to set before them a high aim. He
had lately been studying the history of the excellent
plumbing work done in ancient Rome (a voice--" Any
plumbing inspectors ?"), and in a sense regretted that
in the present day there was no incentive to the work-
man to do such work. Modern machinery produced
everything ready-made except contracts ; considerable
individual effort was still required to make them. The
present had been aptly described as a " growing tirne "
in Canada ; there were dollars for the plumber, and he
should see to it that they found their way to his

Dom
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in excellent style a recitation, in which some clever hits

at well-known plumbers were introduced.

Mr. Anthes, of the Toronto Foundry Co., who Was

greeted with " Daisy Shaker Just Now," said he had

some good news for the plumbers. In Montreal a few

days ago the manufacturers of soil pipe had raised prices

20 per cent. He remarked ironically that the plumbers

should now raise theitr prices from 25 to 30 cents per

hour.
Mr. Patterson, of the Toronto Hardware Co., assured

his hearers that his firm always made it a rule to have

a 4-inch hole in their pipe. He hoped the plumbers

banquet would be made an annual affair, so that the

nanufacturers and the members of the trade might be-

come better acquainted.

Mr. Geo. Taylor, of the Gurney Tilden Co., expressed

his regret of the unavoidable absence of Mr. Tilden, and

wished success to the Plumbers' Association. Mr. Chas.

Marks, of the same company, in lieu of a speech, favored

the company with a German drinking song.

Mr. McMichael, manager at Toronto of the James

Robertson Co., in response to repeated calls, also brieflY

responded to the toast.

The toast to " Our Guests " was enthusiasticallY re-

ceived, and brought forth a number of interesting

replies.

When Mr. Clarke, President of the Hamilton Associa-

tion, rose to speak, some inquisitive individual itiquired

" Where's the mountain ?" and subsidMd on beig

assured that it was in its old accustoied place. Mr.

Clarke stated that while the Hamilton Association was

as yet in its infancy, it nevertheless included i its nem-

bership about al the bona fide plumbers of the city.

Previous to its formation the trade was in a very bad

condition. Mr. Clarke was followed briefly by Mr.

Stewart, of the firm of Fairly & Stewart, ano'ther re-

presentative of the Hamilton Association. Mr. Roger)

another member, said the Hamilton Association owed

mnuch to the untiring efforts of Mr. Clarke.

Some wit cried " Renember the Maine 1" as Mr.

John Main of the Poison Company took the floor. After

remarking that the plumber was envied when he comes

to collect his bill and admired when the pipes freeze, Mr.

Main secured release from further speech-_making by

telling several funny stories.

Mr. Maxwell, President of the Journeymen Plunbers'

Association, hoped the good feeling at present existing

between the master and journeymen plumbers would

continue. The master plumbers should meet for con-

sltation the journeymen as well as the manufacturers.

The National Association of Master Plumbers of the

United States at its recent meeting had appointed a

conmittee to confer with the journeymen . Why not

have such a confrence here ? The apprentice question

and many other matters demanded consideration and

adjustment.
Mr. Leigh, of London, and Mr. Anderson, of the

James Morrison Mfg. Co., responded briefly.

The city plumbing inspectors, Messrs. Kirk, Meadows

and Copping, replied on behalf of the toast to ,Tii
iedical Health Department." They bore testimony te

the inproved relations now existing between the De-

prtment and the plumbers, and to the fact that tieY

had least trouble with the men belonging tohe

umbers' Association. The more associations there

Were, and the higher prices went, the less trouble th,

inspectors would have. Mr. Copping suggested that

there would be a great saving in expense and trouble if

the plumbers had testing machines and made it a rule to

test work before sending it out.

The proceedings closed with votes of thanks to Mr.

Joseph Wright and his coadjutors on the committee for

their successful efforts to bring the various branches of

the trade together under such pleasant auspices. The

following gentlemen composed the Banquet Committee:

Joseph Wright, chairman ; W. G. Ritchie, secretary ;

A. Purdy, Wm. H. Meredith, Mungo P. Huffman, K.

J. Allison, C. E. Pickard, J. B. Fitzsimons, Henry

Hogarth, J. S. Bates, W. Mansell; and they are to

be congratulated upon the success of their labors.

At intervals during the evening songs were sung in

capital style by Messrs. Bert Harvey, W. G. Ritchie

and -. Matthews. Mr. Spafford also gave a hum-

orous reading.
It is understood to be the intention of members of

the Supply Association to tender a return banquet to

the Master Plumbers at an early date.

CONDITIONS IN THE PLUMBING TRADE.
ONE of the objects in view in getting together the

Master Plumbers and representatives of the manufac-

turers and dealers in plumbers' supplies at the banquet

held last week, was to give an opportunity of adjusting

certain difficulties existing between the plumbers and

supply companies. It will be remembered that at the

Plumbers' Convention held in Quebec last year, the

members of the Supply Association signed an agree-

nent that they would not sell goods to any but legiti-

mate plumbers. Complaint has of late been made that

some of the supply houses were violating the terms of

this agreement. On the day following the banquet, a

meeting of the plumbers and representatives of the

Supply Association was held in Toronto to discuss this

matter, and we understand that the result of the con-

terence was entirely satisfactory, the supply companies

having pledged themselves to stand by their agree-

ment.

. THE IMPERIAL BRICK COMPANY.
A new company is seeking incorporation under the

above name, to manufacture common and paving brick

on a large scale at East Toronto. A number of well

known capitalists of Toronto and Brantford are the

promoters of the enterprise, which has already advanced

to a point which admits of no doubt that it will be

carried to successful completion. The necessary build-

ings and equipment will be provided at an early date,

an experienced manager having already been engaged.

The manufacturing appliances will be of the latest

improved description. The intention is to operate the

works throughout the year. The works will be situated

in the midst of the clay deposit, thus obviating the ex-

pense of cartage. Shipping facilities by rail and water

will also be provided. The character of the manu-

factured material was foreshadowed by one of the

projectors of the company, who remarked that it was

the intention to make a common brick which could be

handled less carefully than eggs. The present would

seen to be a favorable time to launch this enterprise,

as a distinct revival in building seems to have set mn,

and stocks of common brick have run low while the

demand for paving brick is said to much exceed the

capacity of the present Canadian factories.
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BUILDERS' ACCOUNTS.
III.

BY A. O. KITTREDGE, F.I.A.
THERE remains for consideration, before i

series of articles to a close, the matter c
balance sheet," and a consideration of thosi
have to do with closing the books. A g<
sheet, however, does away with closing
as that term is ordinarily understood. M
balance sheet the books are always open
closed, and therefore it may be declared
purpose the first of these matters includes t

In all that has preceded the underlying
been a showing of results at every step.
nation to be effected in this regard is the gi
sheet. At the outset the builder's attentior
to a balance sheet of the conventional for
tration employed being of the simpli
character. Resources were put in on
liabilities in another, and the difference
two, it was pointed out, represented the bui
ment or his net worth, comýmonly called

BANQUET OF THE TORo

going balance sheet is only the arrang
accounts shown in such a schedule as just
a form to permit constant and regular addit
with the opportunity to strike a balance in
or in all the accounts, as often as they ma

There are varions ways in which this ar
accounts may be effected, and therefore it
to devote all the space at our command to
of principles rather than to use a part of it
tration of a special method. Suffice it to i
that what is known as the " Balance Si
which is arranged in vertical columns for
accounts, and in horizontal spaces for t
given dates, thus permitting posting ea<
other regular interval the results or total5
ness transaction, is that which is in mos
for the purpose, and which givés the best

Right here let us pause long enough to
new method with the old. A moment's
of the difterence between the two will servi
the special points that are to be present
.plan, with respect to balance sheets, as ini
beginning of these articles, was to make <
commencement, showing resources, liabili

capital, and another at the end of the business period
under review, showing similar items. A comparison of
the latter with the former served to show whether a

this profit had been made and how much, or a loss and the
Ding amount of the loss. In the interval between the dates
hich of the two balance sheets thus compared many changes
ance of course had occurred. Some assets had been conver-
oks, ted; the amounts in the asset column has been varied as
Ding between the different accounts represented; in one case,
vays perhaps, there was more cash and less book accounts,
our and in another case very much less cash and a corre-

sponding expansion in book accounts. In one case
has there may have been very small liabilities, and in the
Imi- other larger liabilities. The two balance sheets simply
ance took cognizance of the conditions at their respective
awn dates, and indicated by the difference between the twO
Ilus- capital amounts the net result of the transactions which
sible had occurred. Each transaction had resulted either in
and a profit or a loss. In all probability some of them had
the been productive of a gain and others of a loss, and

vest- therefore the difference shown between the two balance
A sheets was composed of both profits and losses, but of

MBERs' Assoc1ATIoN, APRIL 7TH, 1899.

these details the usual comparison of balance sheets
shows nothing.

Now with respect to the new. Instead of taking the
beginning and the end of a considerable period of tiie
for comparison, the going balance sheet presents the
condition of the business at all times. Any given day
may be compared with the preceding day, or a given
month with a preceding month, as may be desired.
The intervals recognized by the going balance sheet
may be days, weeks, or months. For all practical pur-
poses a month is the best unit. Particularly is this the
case in the building business. In mercantile operations
it is sometimes advantageous to reduce the period doWIl
to days. Let us now consider the form of the goinK
balance sheet.

Suppose that we have the accounts composing Our
balance sheet at the beginning of the business period,
and that these are spread out in a horizontal line, that
is, instead of the amounts of the accounts being oppOite
the names in a vertical table, such as was presented if'
a previous article, the amounts are run along in a hori-
zontal line, properly spaced, with the names of the ac-
counts they represent written directly above them. Each
transaction that is made results either in a loss or a gain.



We cannot do business without making an expense.

Every change that we make in our assets, for example,

like paying cash for materials, changes the balances in

Our balance sheet. Our balance sheet, therefore, varies

day by day, in an amount corresponding to the amount

of our transactions, and our assets and liabilities vary

according to the profit that is being made or the loss

Sustained. Having the accounts, therefore, of the

balance sheet spread out as above suggested, and arran-

ged in a form that permits other amounts to be placed

directly under them, thus adding to the debit or credit

side of each, as the case may be, we shall be in a

Position to record day by day our transactions in a way

ta add to the figures representing our business at the

outset, and to leave the amounts always in a shape to

show up by the balances in the accounts the real condi-

tion of our business at any date that examination may

be made.
In referring to the old style of balance sheets above,

it has been asserted that what takes place between the

dates of two balance sheets, made out for purposes of

comparison, is lost sight of in detail, and that only the

result is shown. The business bas produced either a

loss or a gain, but the record of that loss or gain is

covered up, save only as the net result affects our

capital by increasing it or diminishing it. The loss or

gain, as the case may be, is the last thing shown, and

we dispose of it by carrying it to capital. Now, in the

going balance sheet, we must eliminate this profit or

lOss item, as the case may be, day by day, week by

week, or month by month, according to the interval that

is chosen for the purpose, but instead of carrying the

result to capital, it is better to carry it to a special

nccount, as will be explained a little later.

A balance sheet, with the amounts arranged as above

described and posted to from time time, as also ex-

Plained above, will be a truthful representation of our

business condition, at any date it is examined, except

Only so far as the elenent of profit or loss may affect it.

Therefore, in addition to what has been described, we

must manage the accounts in such a way as to take

Out the profit or recognize the loss, as the case rnay be,

as often as we want to know just what our business

condition is, with respect to resources available to pay

Our debts.

In a previous article certain diagramis of accounts

were presented. For example, there was first given

the formula of a contract account. Such an account is

to be debited with materials, labor, all specific outlays,

and its pro rata of general expenses. It is to be

credited with materials left over. The net cost of the

contract thus recorded, we specified, is then to be trans-

ferred to Selling Account. Selling Account, in turn, is

credited with the contract price and extras of the same

contract. The difference between the two sides Of

Selling Account then is the profit or loss, as the case

may be, that we are making upon our work. This

Principle of determining profit and loss result rnust be

carried into our balance sheet to the extent of closing

UP Our accounts as fast as our contracts are completed,

and taking out of those accounts which represent our

transactions -namely, those which take the place of

the Old Mercandise Account-whatever there is f

profit and loss, and carrying it over into the accouits

which are specially arranged for the purpose.

Iappreciate the difficulties under which I arn labor-

"E in endeavoring to make the builder's bookkeeper

understand this matter without numerous illustrations

and a very much longer description. However, at

least one diagram is necessary to make the point suffi-

ciently clear for the bookkeeper's use, and that is pre-

sented herewith. It may be described as a chart of

accounts necessary to the building and contracting

business, for conducting a going balance sheet and for

keeping the business so analyzed as to show the profit

or loss on each individual job, the profit or loss on the

entire business, and the builder's position with respect

to resources and liabilities at all dates.

The accounts necessary to open, it will be seen by

reference to the chart, divide first into two leading

classes, namely, the accounts of the transactions and

the accounts of the proprietorship. It is necessary to

discriminate between these two. The lack of keeping

these classes separate and distinct has before now, in
many cases, resulted in great confusion and the worst

of jumbles in account keeping. The transactions are

one thing and the ownership of the business another.
Each requires its own separate accounts.

The proprietor or owner is responsible for the ex-

penses of doing business, by which is meant those ex-

penses incident to a general oversight of the transac-
tions and which are outside of expenses of production,
or those that by rights are chargeable to the several
jobs in hand. In turn, having borne the expense of the

business, and taken all the risks, he is entitled to the
gains ; or, being responsible for the management, he is

obliged to suffer the loss if it is running behind.
A comparison of expenses of doing business with the

losses and gains incident to that business shows the net
profit of the business or the loss of the business, as the
case may be. If the business is making a profit, then
there is a credit to be carried to the account called
dividends and divisions, through which the profit is
divided among partners, paid out in dividends, or with-
drawn by the single proprietor, as the circumstances
may be. In turn, if the business is running at a loss,
then capital is being impaired, and therefore there is a
charge against impairment account. If a profit is being
made and is not being withdrawn in full, then capital is

being increased and there is a credit to surplus account.
Since impairment is a debit and surplus is a credit,
these two accounts are combined in one called " Impair-
ment and Surplus."

This scheme of analysis answers whether the business
that is being conducted is that of a single individual, a
firm, or a joint stock company. Capital, it is argued,
should be considered a fixed amount, and to be left in
the account without variation, except as additional
capital is supplied, or as a portion of the capital is with-

drawn. Whatever the business produces over and

above the profits that are taken out should be carried

to the surplus account, thus always maintaining a
statistical showing of what the business is doing.-The
Bulletin.

USES OF CEMENT.
THE field for the employment of cernent is constantly

and rapidly expanding. In recent years large quantities
of Portland cernent have been used in Canada in the con-

struction of sidewalks and concrete foundations for

asphalt pavements for streets. It has also entered
largely into the construction of basement floors, and of

late is finding employment to a much larger extent than
formerly in the foundations of buildings, and in fire-

proofing systems. In Europe, and particularly in Ger-
nany, it finds a still wider range of employment. It is

said that in the latter country concrete tile floors are
made in artistically colored designs, and capable of

resisting acids. Cernent roofing tiles are also manu-

factured on a large scale. The higher priced tile are

inlaid with various designs, the colors being ground in
special machinery. The manufacturers are said to have
succeeded in securing any desired shade or blend of
colors. These cernent tiles are said to have super-

seded to a large extent the burned clay tile.
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THE PREPARATION OF MORTAR.
A recognized American authority, Edward Wolff,

says the slackening operation should be done in a
water-tight box made of boards, and so much water
should be mixed in that the contents will never get dry,
and a sheet of water will remain on the top to prevent
access of air. If the box will not hold the entire
quantity of lime required, the contents may be emptied
into a cavity made in the ground close to the pan and
this process may be repeated. This should be done at
least two weeks before sand is added, or before the
mortar is prepared for use. Slacked lime prepared and
kept as stated, bas been found free of carbonic acid
after many years, air and gas not having been able to
find access. Instead of following the produre in
slacking lime recommended above, we see in this
country a faulty process adopted, which consists in
loosely mixing the sand with the slacking lime immedi-
ately after water bas been added and forming a dry
heap on the surface of the ground, which is left Iying
there several weeks to give time for complete slacking
betore the sand is worked in evenly and the mortar
considered ready for use. This heap arrangement is
perfectly adapted to circulating air through a rmaterial
which should be guarded against contact with air. The
sun heats the surface of it, makes the air esen, ai. Th

An interesting editorial
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made by a Toronto plasterer

proof that Hayes' Patent S
less mortar than a lower pri<

time and labor thus involved

Lathing was proved to eff
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pull infMr

add a few drops of muriatic or sulphuric
In the first glass nothing can be observed,

second glass we will see in the shape of
es the carbonic acid escape, which has been

the lime from the atmospheric air circu-
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